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ABSTRACT

UTaht-Teport-oummarizes. -the. results-os a survey-f khe existing fallout shelter

potential in basements and mines in the United States, and in boats on bodies of

water of sufficient size and depth. Also presented is an analysis of the design,

construction, and habitability of a minimum-type, improvised home basement family

fallout shelter, and the shelter potential in an actual suburban community in the

Northeast.

The survey shows that about 60% of the population in the U. S. would have

access to basement shelter, with the figures ranging from better than 80% in OCDM

'kegions 1, 2, and 4 to less than 20% in Regions 3, 5, and 7. Mine shelter could be

an important shelter resource for two to four million people in some 16 states,

including West Virginia, Illinois, Michigan, Missouri, Kansas, Oklahoma, and

Now Mexico. Shelter in covered boats on lakes, rivers, and the ocean is likely to

provide the best available means of protection for several million people, particularly

in the states of New York, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, Florida, Louisiana,

California, Oregon, and Washington.

,A family- sizc sand-bag fallout shelter can be readily constructed in the

basement. c'rner hv one1 person for a materials' cost of about $60. The shelter,

which offers a proicction factor of 100 against outside radiation levels, can bhe

assemlbled in an hour if the materials are suitably stored along the. basement walls,

an(I realistic excursion schedules appear possible after two days even in Ihe heaviesl

fallout, areas. A survey of public and private buildings in a typical nort.heast.ern

suburban city of 25,000 p)opulation indicated that the basements of schools, chutic.he,

and (Ithcr large buildings do not offer significantly better protection than that of the

averwagc home basement (i.e. about a factor of 20).

In tiem'lls of 1hw number (of p)eople per stalte who dNnot iave even remote access

1' any fallout sheller (including home basements), the four most needy slates are

California Texas Florida, and Georgia.

Vi
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CHAPTER 1

I., INTRODUCTION

1. 1 SHELTER PROTECTION REQUIRED

From the fallout analysis of the combined military and industrial attack

presented in Chapler 6 of Report No. TO-B 60-13 entitled "vThe Probable Fallout

Throat Ovci the Continental U. S. 11, a number of et itica] areas of the country

~Outside the a -ea of p rimary blast damage) downwind of hardened mi ssile sites

and a few of the la-gest industrial complexes wvere found to have, a maximum

2-day dose of gi eqtei' than 10, 000 roentgens. For summei wind conditions

aiboutt 9T% of the a ron of the U. S. was covered to a 2 -day dose level of 5000 1- or

greater.

Among the other ageneins' ihqt hqve qnnlyr~ed Pountry-wide fallout result-

Ing from diffci'cnt levels of attack up t) (3000 fission megatonsz, n 5400 fission

mnegatrrn attick developped by the RAND Corp. gives the mlost conservative (i.e.,

highesti fallout esoil-ates. It predicts that 357o of the U. S. will be covered to "I

!cvel of mot e than 4000) r 'h! at I hoqr cot responding to aI 2-di~v dose of about

10, 000 1 , anid 3% will be covered lo - level in excss of 8060 r, 'hr at. 1 hour

.'cor responding t. i 20, 000 12-day dose'o. No indicaLion is gi Vefl of the per cent

area in the primfi' v blalst d-image ritogs; however, it has been estirnited as

rThe RANT) Thl!'iuit rnod4' a ss'unes a fission offi tiency of 2.113, as8

does the reech 'Ops n) )del; henae, a 1~ t00 fimsson megaton autacok coti responds to n

total antt.aick otf i 00 mr,

2. If all xvipoi.n- were a ssiinied to) be 5 MT size, hei'e would he

10(201 of tluiec weaons101.

3? If thev bet vv riamlage a ea i 'e weapon is IS s',IME'd to he( 1 "0 so ar

ri le" Ilileail~ - thI18. len thle otal heavv damvig :I at ea ')v(- the country wvould

Ihe 2 I , 00(1 squatl V It'ils, wt about 4Q/ of the laind area. Thil, mnight. ha reduced

IA'-, Sma : , -1 due t ) evl an in the hieavi er tariget con eu'ntrai ti otis, niodi fving the

JV0 a:II &ii mag(' !i ( I' fgl ire to about 6'0%r of the U. S.

,flMW B. H~awkins, vSummaty of Problems Relating to Local Fallout. Contamina-
Uti.n of Wate Sliptolies~' 'P rigi ess Repor t) Univ, of Cal. , Civi! Defense
R1e'..i''t'eh P, .vect, Feb 2 ;, 1959,) Fig-it e B- I, pi4. 6 1.
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The 8000 r/hr at 1 hour area (3%) would almost certainly be included in the I

6% heavy blast damage area, and can therefore be logically excluded from fallout

shelter considerations. The highest levels outside the 6% blast area still

approach 7000 r/hr at 1 hour, however, according to the RAND estimate, which

could result in 2-day doses of 17, 000 r. On the other hand, the RAND model. does

not take into account a ground roughness factor which has been experimentally ,

measured (by the Chemical Corps) to be about 0. 7 for the Salt Lake salt flats in

Utah, and should realistically be lower for almost any other reasonably wfliat" i
terrain. (A ter:rain factor of 0. 55 was assumed for the fallout model described

in Chapter 4 of Report No. TO-B 60-13.) Applying a terrain factor of 0. 6 to the

RAND model reduces the 17, 000 r 2-day dose figure to 10, 000 r, which is in line

with the maximum levels found in the report r'The Probable Fallout Threat'

referred to eailier, and also agrees well with the OCDM estimate for a 60000

fission megaton attack.()1 Hence, for the purpose of establishing fallout shelter

requirements, a maximum likely 2-day dose level of 10, 000 r has been assumed. I
In addition to maximum likely fallout levels, a maximum allowable whole

body dose for the popubljiion in those very heavy fallout. areas must be established I
hetore a realistic minimum shelter factor can be set. It is generally agreed that

a1 d,..sc. greater th-In 200 r delivered over a short period of time (within a few days)

will result Ill a significant level of radiation sickness in the population. At 100 r,

howee ei, hlur v should be vct y little danger of radiation sickness. Ii seems

reasonabl, thferefoic, to set the maximum allowable short term (i. e., ?--day)

dose ait 100 r -- a I wtr of 2 below the threshold sickness level - to make allow-

ance I ui ut i t;imlit, s, and to make it possible for people to stirt coining out of

sheltler :1 ,i, (iatler timne to carry out emergency or essential activilies.

This, then, sets the minimum shelter factor at a value of 100. A higher

value %would alwi',s b( desirable, but is not believed to be essential insolar as

iv(t irig tai( ition casudll es is concerned. It appears that this matter is quile I
1a1lg( us -I tha01 l insurain e --- the morle one leaves to his dependents, the beter

ol[ Ilwhy il bc but there is a realistic miniuim amount (on which the survivors I
c uld be e,\pcctd I get along; and since the cost of a very moderaIC 'lITIouInt is by

Il mleis nigligible [or the gi eat majority of families, the minimum is as much

aIs I Ill hems , i] M(ver have, and many will have even less.

;L) S411- R( I- (I-nCe, Page 1.
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1.2 EXISTING FALLOUT SHELTrER POTENTrIAL AND IMPROVIS-ED BASEMENT
SHE UT ERS

j This report presents the results of a survey of the existing fallout shelter

potential in the country and aln analysis of the design, construction, and habit.-

abil ity of a minimum-type improvised home basement family fallout shelter.

Chapter 2 deals with the availability of basement shelter in the different areas of

the country in tet ms of the number of people that can be accommodated.

Chapter 3 1p'esents a survey of the sheite, potential in coveted boats on lakes,

rivers, and the ocean, The res,ilts of calculations to determine. thle distance off

shore. corresponding to a ,heltez protecti )n factor of 100 are presented, and esti-

mnates of the nuimber of people who) might take idvanttgc of this tactic given for

the differ ent states, Chapter 4 discusses shelter in. mines, the typos and loca-

tion of mines consider ed, and a summaryv of the ar~eas aind p-)pulations which

should consider this shelter mediuim

0

Chaipter 9 rlesci ibe-, the( design -ind cionstructiun of a d,-)-it-vour self impro-

vised home basement faimily fii' t ut shelter, Trhe shelter was designed for mini-
mium po).Ssible coso a'hrt601~ 'rod minimnim construction time labout 1manl hour)

constistent with reasonahle saifetv and hvahi itv, Chapter' 6 pi esents a survey of

thle comitnumil shielter potentui in( a d 'im r sscnt al post- attack resour ces in ain

a etual Subltrhaon commllunity .f ah'stit 25, 000) potitilation, ['hc ptrelois( of this stir'-

\vev wiv S to de tri' m o who.the r a conrn monai sholit-r pa ii is rea sible fir the aiveralge

sithurt):tt comrniini tv in those 'i eoi- whet'l, Nasements arei geniera! lv ;ivailrlahi.

Fina l v , Ch-i tee 7 i ui'e'he etwi she e! lo1, oblenti for the Un itedi States, taking

itot) fiiaccoun thle pot(ntia( hat~'m(niv boat :11drtclmine shelter av;11114 tlahl toite lpoplola-

tion by staltos tor1i ()(,DMN r egionls

In) Sitl evo)itg thev 1) )vtwlt shettet slli!( te av'dl~itlvl inl hoeats and mines, it. was

assntm'11(d that1 the 1;,wtaltt'e w ':tld have oifficient wmr niog timec -- ait lveist ain hour,

foin petrfups tllo c t) Itel frr om the it homes. t.) the designavted 1) re- 1latined

shlvter T'his !1,'sttniptionl ;tpeuV rIs ret 1.' )11:i11l4 f ir m1any1 !Ireas of the( Cottntt'y evenl

if thecre i,4 'SScntial)1 11k' nowarning before thle lutnching of :t cotribined mnilitry

and induist, uii a1ttac, If, howtvto' the cien.'niy ttacks oil) rut'' li1tO?'v 1`0 QL'S

\"itholit warning !nd thei, using hlaickm'iil thlt tateii5 to follow qp with a;n indus-

trial or popul-tito att-ack inl thle event we do not sut t'rude: ,addlitionali warning

time oul he' 1v,1i hle to nun'n,' milii) tns of 1weople, thus greati v enhancing the

Vf1t11.i0 ofii t he 10i'"4entlv !ivn lihb', bout andl mine 'uholtvi inl thW CountryN
3



CHAPTER 2j

AVAILABILITY OF BASEMENT SHELTER IN THE UNITED STATES

2.1 SOURCES OF INFORMATION

An investigation into the construction practices used for private homes con-

firmed the generally-held view that basemnents* are far more common in the

Northeast and NOr th Central iegions of the United States than in the other regions.

These areas have the lowest aver age wvinter tewaperatures, the greatest number1
of "degree-days, 'ý' and almost universal installations of central heating. Pub-

lications of the U. S. Labor Depa'Mminot's Bureau of Labor, Statistics on newI

hoasing l'vovided the data for the stntementB below. A listing of those publica-
tions is showmn in the bibliography at~the end of this chaplter.

Inqlui~ries to bhe Federal Housing Administration (FHA), Housing and Home

Financ Agency IHHFA'l, trade associations of home builders, hanks granting

riortgages and Jourwails of the home constricetion indiistry nll refer to the Bureau

of Laboi Stntistics ;is tile 1. imar v sourne of information. Dntn in the six publica--

tion-- of the Boxit en f' Lab.or Statistics werc collected in the course of field sur--

veys o)f new hbone e.'n s r-itetion. during the period 19 W6 t) 1956. Some genraion

ieference in[) l iviti )n is a viii able onl new' housing hitiIt in .1940) :nd on Wait thineI
houses hiji It !")I wn w't kk)ek sý. So fari a,, etan he deter mined, definitive dala are

not 'iv:lil [lide I') thle tot it h1'wsi'ng in in rea ht(: ut it is p)ossible to estimate thle

lit 11le" of h'Iiemenitio in in0 v I! ge( al (!1 f-orin the foll Iowing observations-

1)Iaie lilt hefot v W-IF Ir Wit If are mitchl riore likely to have

ha semlent s

2' fIii he lit i edl ii' ,litnig !j Imost. iflrivariai)tV htas ai hiighe r pwer entlige

, )f bI sentelivls

I. aloisiiig ill Ia ItA,2eli' es :111d in the siiihilIibs of Ilarge Cities a1\vlwas

hn : hbighiet Iw esetitlgC of h!)semients thanl does housing inl

snvit t e' cities mid jiltml wones in tie S5mw1 reUgionl..

I Iiit.~s i i~'~itce', alhia It tog ýin thle Souith anrd S'nithwest) aIrt
tit h i i tkelv to havev hvi senentsI

*3iit~~d_ at ( tti'Is ,i iii( and :ittt'( wi is hit rgev bowgraide thait
iiiovide a tujuituini'l 41f 'I fetl head r ),Iml

De1;1%da'q 1- a1 Climtll0 )gl(,1tci I letl deISCI ihiolg (1jtarititlitiVuly thle need'( fro
supid emen-ia v heating. The a'imnbe r of dieg' Ce days fot anry dlay is fip nanthe r
4f de(gl (,( that the( meanir I en~iripIorlre fol thait ditv fill,, het- ix 65, AV( age.
initiarl do'ltl vfe dixý hi '1e liven I itbo'a td fil all pat is .)f the cotinti v b%, the
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Specific information for 15 large metropolitan areas (the 8 largest and 7

of the next 26 largest) representing almost all different densely populated parts

of the country is available for the 1949 to the 1951 period. From these and from

more general area data from the 1940 to the 1.956 period it is possible to infer

S:1reasonably accurate figures for each state and OCDM region as noted in

Sections 2.2 and 2.3.

2.2 PER CENT OF POPULATION IN EACH OCDM REGION THAT CAN BE
ACCOMMODATED IN BASEMENT SHELTER

OCDM Region I

Data for Boston, Mass. show that 90 to 95% of postwar houses have

basements, while that for New York City indicate there are basements in 75 to

85% of the postwar houses. From these figures and the Northeastern÷ states'

figure of 75 to 80%, it is estimated that in the eight states of OCDM Region 1

there is basement shelter space available for all of the 29 million residents of

this region. Actually, however, there may be as many as three million people
who live in homes without basements. These people reside principally in large

housing developments, shore areas with high water tables and to some extent in

trailer camps. The flat shore ai eas of Massachusetts (Cape Cod), Rhode lsland,

Connecticut, New York (Long Island), and New Jersey contain the overwhelming

majority of the estimated three million who are several miles or more from

houses with basements. These people mav also be some distince from buildings

which could provide equivalent shelter from radioactivw fallout.

There ai c a great many communities in these states in which evul y

house has a basement. In this region, long-standing cutovnm, high priced housing

suburbs and informal p)olicies of town administratmns have resisted attempts to

build houses without basements. In other communities, however (even imme(li-

ately neighharing ,es), there may be large numbers and even a high percentage

of hmles without basements. Moie specific data could be assembled in a direct

surveV of the city engineers or comparable town officials in each of the large

number of communities. it is not likely that state-wide data exist that are any

more precise than the above estimate. It may be infe-red from the high populla-

tion densities of the eight states In this region that a large number of people live

" Census Bureau Northeastern States include OCDM Region I, plus Pennsylvania.

5



in multiple family dwellings. Such dwellings may all have basements. The esti-

mate of 90% for accommodation in basements of their own dwellings may there-

fore be low.

OCDM Region 2

Data for four of the major cities in the region.are as follows:

Per Cent of Postwar

City Homes that have Basements

Philadelphia, Pa. 80 to 95

Pittsburgh, Pa. 90 to 95

Cleveland, Ohio 70 to 80

Washington, D. C. 50 to 70

From the above figures plus the figure of 75 to 80% for Northeastern

slates, 55 to 70% for North Central* states, and 20 to 25% for Southern** states,

it is apparent that there is a significant variation among the seven states of

Region 2 'including the District of Columbia). The differences are not always

correlated with temperature. For example, Cleveland with 6, 050 average annial

degree days has 70 to 80% postwar homes with basements, while Boston with

5, 940 average annual degree-days has 90 to 95% basements. An over-all figure

for the regifn of 80% tends to obscure the very high availability (estimated at 99'?/%)

of basement shelter in Pennsylvania and the lower value r)f about 50% in Delaware.

The estimates f,)r Kentucky, Virginia, and West Virginia are based on indirect

da,;i. Further investigaltion might s06%w that there is an even greater difference

between these three styles and the neighboring states of Pennsylvania and Ohio.

Such a difference in the percentage of basements might be explained both by the

diffcren cC in the quaihtvof housing and the terrain rathei than the difference in

climate.

A p! cliiminary study might show that hlarge an eas eumpi ising many

Co1mmunities hIve similarl tiIci.ng pirctices. Should this be so, it would be

puossib.l to. assess the ha sement shelte- availability without the need foi a comn-

mult1nit" bv cmlmllunitv surveCv as seems necessarv for OCDM Region 1.

"* Nor•'! th- n l- tall- es include Ohio, OCDM Region 4, and part of Region 6
SSo•uthern states include Kentucky. Virginia, W, Virginia, OCDM Regions 3

and -1,



O0DM Region 3

Data for Atlanta, Ga. show that 20 to 35% of postwar homes have base-

Imeats, while data for Miami, Fla. show almost no basements in the postwar homes.

From these data and the figure of 20 to 25% for. Sotensats 9ti appaetta1 there is significant variation among the seven states of this region. Trhe absence of
central heating and the lower cost housing add to the factors noted above for the

lack of basements. 'The absence of basements was quite common in prewar housingI so that in this region it Is not likely that the percentage of basements has, decreased

significaintly in recent years., North Carolina and rennessee may have as many as

140%k of new homes with basecments, Florida has substantially none. Alabama and

Mississippi are not likely to have more thfin 10%.

I An over-all figure of 20% indicates that this region has a m-inimum of

basement shelter, From the analysis point of view, 1hete would he relativoly

little. value in documenting the figures more pi ecisely since 1111i,)St no community

has adequate basement shelterý for its population. For plainning put1 00USe a1 smallI sample survey might he aidequate lor determining the amount of shelter thait does

exist so thlit plnias could he ?madc f* n' sulplemrenting it.

I 00DM Regi'mn 4

Datai for- Clii ag, , 1ll. show that 70) to 72%/( Of j)0St\N'[L r homes have base-

Inients, while daqta for Detroit, Mich. indicate that basemlents, exist inl 75 to 85%/t of
postwvar hoine..t From I hese datai and the figujre )f 91r to) 7(1/, foj the Not th Cent rid
staites, it would seeml thu t a!l five 4tates have a O'wth samte pt~ centil iv of homnes

with h stmients, Ani estimavte fat the region -)f 80%Yr inch catots that all bough the

grecat 11ajol ity ori p12ip Ic have ICady a1ccess to( ha somlent slheltr. eVV 1 V st:i to !11(

t rlobalbiv evely, Communilily 111 ;1' a shstantmat emim11bel ()f people 'whio d' not have
ieee ss to such sheller . A sui vev oif s~t .to ffielal s !11od :1 sam11ple servey of city

andc town uengine eT.t should indicaite wvh~le te smlie I a gi' a ioun 1 ' ve ha: swlement

Shelter for the w'hole po)pulationl o* amwhether p~rovidilig sjchl -sholto- is al pi oblvil

for every e oummin ility,

OCDM Region ')

Data for Dallas, Texas sh~ow thqt less than 1'% of postwam homeus have

basements. Fromn this m)bservation and the Southern stales, figore of 20 to 25'4,
it appears that the five staites of this r'egion may have even fewve.t basecments than

7



is characteristic of OCDM Region 3. While estimates for each state have been

made, they may be in substantial error. The region estimate is set at 10%.

Here, as in Region 3, every community has a major problem if it is to provide I
shelter at least as good as the basement shelter available in the Northeastern

states. I
OCDM Region 6

Data for Denver, Colo. show 35 to 45% of postwar homes have base-

ments. This fact plus the figure of 55 to 70% for the North Central states and
0

the figure of 20 to 30% for the Western* states combine to indicate that the base-

ment shelters in these eight states vary from 30 to 80%. It is possible that some

communities and even some large areas have basement shelter for all of their

residents, A sampling survey could be used to delineate the basement situation

more precisely. An estimate that 65% of the regional population has access to

basement shelter Indicates that the problem is more serious than for Regions 1,

2, and 4, but less serious than for the Southern states.

OCDM Region7 7

Data for San Francisco, Cal. show 15 to 20% of postwar homes have

basements, while data for Los Angeles, Cal. show less than 1% basements in

postwar homes, Using these figures and the Western states' figure of 20 to 30%,

it is estimated that basement shelter in these four states could vary from 10 to

30% with an average figure of about 15%. Basement shelter or Its equivalent is

likely to be a major problem in every community. Discussion with state offt-

cials and a small sample survey could confirm the accuracy of this estimate.

OCDM Region 8 1
Data for Seattle, Wash. show that 40 to 50% of postwar homes have

basements, From this observation and the analysis of neighboring regions, base-

ment shelter in these four states appears to vary from 40 to 60%.

An over-all estimate for the region is 50%. A sample survey in I
Washington could establish the existence of any sizeable number of communities

that provide ready access to basements for more than 90% of the population. I
This one state has been suggested because it has almost half of the population of

the region and, as noted in Report No. TO-B 60-13, entitled "The Probable

F-illout Threat over the Continental United States", the lethal fallout would be over
the mist heavily-populated areas in the region.

Cnsus Bureau Western states include Colorado, Wyoming and 0CDM Regions
7 :i(l S.



I SUMMARY

An extension of the above data shows that approximately 60% of the

SI population in the U. S. might have access to basement shelter. Table 2.1 shows

the approximate number of people (based on the 1950 Census) for whom basement

shelter is available and the approximate number for whom it is not likely to be

available.

I TABLE 2. 1

POPULATION IN EACH OCDM REGION WITH (AND WITHOUT) READY
I ACCESS TO BASEMENT SHELTER

Estimated % of the Population (n millions)
OCDM Population with Ready With Without
Region Access to Basements Total Access Access Location

1 90 28.9 26.2 2,7 Northeast

2 80 30.0 25.0 5.0 Mid Atlantic

4 80 26.4 2.1.2 5.2 Gru:tt Lakls

I 6 65 1.1.6( 7.9 1,7 Northern Plains

8 50 5.1 2,7 2. e Northwest

3 20 21.0 5.1 15.9 Southeast

7 15 12.2 i.9 10.3 Folr Southwest

5 10 15.2 .1.8 13,.4 Central] South

TOTAL 150. 4 91.8 58.6

9



2.3 PER CENT OF POPULATION-IN EACH STATE THAT CAN BE ACCOMMO-
DATED IN BASEMENT SHELTER

The per cent of the population in each state that can be accommodated in I
basement shelter is shown in Table 2.2. The values listed are first approxima-

tions based on limited data recorded in the six references.

TABLE 2.2

POSTWAR (WWII) HOUSING WITH BASEMENTS AND ESTIMATED
BASEMENT SHELTER ACCOMMODATIONS

Per Cent Per Cent Of I
Of Postwar Population

Housing With Ready
With Population* Access ToI

State Basements (Millions) Basements

OCDM Region 1 - Housing within States not
likely to have high per- 1
centage of basements.

Connecticut 85 2.0 90 Ocean shore
Maine 95 .9 99•
Massachusetts 90 4.7 95 Cape Cod
New Hampshire 90 .5 99
New Jersey 75 4.8 85 Ocean shore I
New York 85 14.8 90 Long Island
Rhode Island 80 .8 90 Ocean shore
Vermont 95 .4 99

28.9 >90

OCDM Region 2 - Housing within States not
likely to have high per- !
centage of basements.

Delaware 50 .3 60 Ocean shore
Washington, D.C. 60 .8 70
Kentucky 60 2.9 60 Low cost housing
Maryland 60 2.3 70 Ocean shore
Ohio 75 7.9 90
Pennsylvania 95 10.5 99
Virginia 60 3.3 70 Low cost housing
W. Virginia 60 2.0 60 Low cost housing

:30.0 >80

(Cont'd)
1-950 Census
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TABLE 2.2 (Cont'd)

II POSTWAR (WWII) HOUSING WITH BASEMENTS AND ESTIMATED
BASEMENT SHELTER ACCOMMODATIONS

j Per Cent Per Cent Of
Of Postwar Population

Housing With Ready
With Population+ Access To

State Basements (Millions) Basements

OCDM Region 3 -

Alabama 10 3.1. 10 All states have low cost
Florida < 1 2.8 < I housing and high water
Georgia 20 3.4 20 table areas with no base-
Mississippi 10 2.2 tO ments. Basements rare
N. Carolina 40 4.1 40 except in houses selling
S. Carolina 30 2.1 30 for more than $15, 000.
Tennessee 40 3.3 40 70% of 1956 housing sold

21.0 >20 for less than $15, 000,

jOCDM Region 4 -

Illinois 70 8.7 80 1 Some p? w'ar as well as
Indiana 70 3.9 80 postwat houses do not
Michigan 80 6.4 85 have basements,
Missouri 60 4.0 70 |
Wisconsin 80 3.4 85

26.4 >80

OCDM Region 5 -

Ai kansas 20 1.9 20 Basements are iare ex-
Louisiana - 1 2.7 5 cept in houses selling for
New Mexico 10 .7 10 more than $15, 000. 70%!(
Oklalhoma 20 2.2 20 of 1956 houses so!d for
Texas 1 7,7 10 less than $15,000.

15.2 4 0

(Cnt'd)

1950 Census

• 1.1



TABLE 2.2 (Cont'd)

POSTWAR (WWII) HOUSING WITH BASEMENTS AND ESTIMATED
BASEMENT SHELTER ACCOMMODATIONS

Per Cent Per Cent Of
Of Postwar Population

Housing With Ready
With Population* Access To

State Basements (Millions) Basements

OCDM Region 6 -

Colorado 30 1.3 40 Some prewar as well as
Iowa 60 2.6 70 postwar houses do not
Kansas 40 1.9 50 have basements.
Minnesota 80 3.0 85
Nebraska 60 1.3 70
N. Dakota 80 .6 85
S. Dakota 70 .6 80
Wyoming 60 .3 70

11.6 >65

OCDM Region 7 -

Arizona 10 .7 10 ] Basements uncommon in
California 10 10.6 15 prewar as well as post-
Nevada 20 .2 20 war houses.
Utah 30 .7 30

12.2 >15

OCDM Region 8 -

Idaho 50 .6 60 Many prewar as wull as
Montana 60 .6 70 postwar houses do not have
Oregon 40 1.5 50 basements. Large numbers
Washington 45 2.44 50 of houses with central heat-

5.1 >50 ing do not have basements.

1950 Census

12



I Figure 2. 1 summarizes on a map of the U. S. the fraction of the population
in each state estimated to have readily available basement fallout protection. It

/ is immediately apparent that the situation gets steadily worse as one goes south.
and west starting from the Northeast.

I 2.4 TRENDS IN NEW CONSTRUCTION

With the development of smaller, quiet r and cleaner. fiu-nace units, the

trend of construction practice in all, parts of the country is to pl ace sucb equip~-

ment in first floor utility rooms9 rather than in basements. Mo.-e. Yeliable. pliumb-

ing installations and more effective insulation of a. grs-wnd~ slab !11, raised flour)
from ground effects make basementsq less neeessai~v fo- permanent homes fthnI heretofore.

Outside of the Northeastern states expensive homes in cold , gions at e now,

I often built without basements, It is believed that tradition rather th191 con1strucetion

needs dictates the continuing Northeastern practice of bl'ading even low cas),t

hiouses in large numbers with basements. N,) ieversal of this tr.end waý- detectedl

as recently as 1.91)A. It is possible, however, that the Civil Defense prihlireity of

the past few years has made both contractors, ns well as the buyving public, miore

aware of the importance of basements for fallout shelter,

A trend was ah ctady detectable in, 19r)6 tow-irds 19-1 ger, and, thereforeý,
i ei tively nmoi e expensive homes. No diata was published in nyv of the refei unices

1 as to the added costs of flil I or paritial ba semen s , bout hthen. is it riothi that

houqes with basemnents ame mat e expensive than ones with the eqij ovaent amomitt
of facilities that do not have haeinQ it is p-ossible that data- fo! the 1957 to1 *!91(1 period, wvhen aivail ab'e, mnay shin' a coat~nuing oif the t earl trwa id bin w
houses and perchaps a new iiend toiwads a higher telcirengre of ha sements.. The
wide spread 'isv of earth mnoving mai chinet V, the aidvanta9ges if ha sonents foi

Storage, thie e fficeienv o~f now -widetiv a vat bible riehomniditfying imit S a d in pa' tit-

cola 1r , the effects of Civi Defven jj-0p ihi iciv in ight all have ý)rnbiiied t )por' sriadt

hiome batYci s to a cepIt the additional cos',;. of a ha isenient ais well wit h-h ilom. Foir

thest so ca sons, it is not considered like ty that new hoiisuir hi Iinhe nfiea futul e'~

anyv part Of the Couint" V will have a sma ille l(-,a'tttakTw of lvri ernerl s 'han i s

r'epoited foi the 19 16 to the 1956 iet i lo.
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CHAPTER 3

SHELTER IN COVERED BOATS ON LAKES, RIVERS AND THE OCEAN

3,1 SHELTER FACTOR VS. DISTANCE OFF SHORE

It has been suggested from time to time that covered shelter in a boat out

on the water might provide a signifieanw me~gure of p'-otection from fallout.

This tactic is based on the assumption th-it the fallout. particles disperse rapidly

and uniformly throughout the volume of water. Calculations of the attenuation

due to the depth of water and distance from land show that depths of ten feet or

more at distances of 300 or more yqi.ds off shore will provide a shelter factor

of at least 100 for an observer three feet above the surface of the water.

The settling rate of pat f icdes in quiescent water (at 200C) is given by the

relation

(3.1)2

where T is the time in ho'n s for parrieles to fall one metei through the water

and u is the particle size in microns.

From this equation we see that,

.1) 10 micron pa'-trcles will settle one mete? in about three hours

2) 30 mici on part!cles will settle one meter in 20 minutes

and 3) 100 micron partinles will settle one meter in less than two

minutes.

Since W5/ of the radionctLwivtv! is heirevwd to be associated with parlicle sizes

greater than 30 microns, and moi v than 90% is associated with sizes greater than
0

100 microns, one should not expect to receive a serious dose (i.e., probably not

more than 25 r even in an area iecviving a 'A-day dose of 5,000-10, 000 r) from

the particles whilh thvw a re sotling-

See Figure 4. 1 of Repo:! t No TO-B 60- 1:3 entitled 'The Probable Fallout
rhreat over the Continenti: I11 S,
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The dose received by an observer in a boat out on the water will be due to

two sources: (1) the dose due to fallout on the surface of nearby land, and (2) the

I dose due to the fallout assumed to be uniformly distributed throughout the volume

of water.

3.11 Attenuation Over a Lake Due to Ground Sources

In the case of a round lake, the attenuation at the center of the lake

I due to ground sources is given by the expression:

R = E1 (up) + ke-P (3.2)
R o El(uh) +ke-uh

where R = dose rate above the center of decontaminated circle in an infinite

contaminated plane

R° = dose rate above an infinite contaminated plane

5 u.- linear absorption coefficient of the medium (in this case, air)

k = an empirically determined constant associated with the build-up

I factor
h = height above the plane

2 21/2p = (h2+r ) , where 'r" is the radius of the lake (i.e., the decon-

taminated circle)

I and El = (uP) = the exponential integrol

S-UP= UjJ d(,p)

The dose rate at points off the center of the decontaminated circle

I. is given by the expression:

21r

R1 = U',ý [El (upo) +ke-upo1 do (3.3)

1 where po= rI'(-l) 2 sin2• 1/2-xiCOS•

(assuming h < < r)

x, = lateral distance away from the center

V = a constant

17



Unfortunately, this integral cannot be solved analytically, and a numerical

integration would be very time-consuming without the aid of a digital computer.

Hence, no attempt was made to determine the attenuation for specific values of

x from equation (3. 3). It turns out, however, that the formula for the attenua-

tion above the center of a decontaminated strip (in an infinite contaminated

plane) - which corresponds to a river - has been tabulated, and this same

formula can be used to find the attenuation at any point off the center of the decon-

taminated strip as shown in the next section.

3.12 Attenuation Over a River Due to Ground Sources

The attenuation above the center of a decontaminated strip is given

by the expression: Go f,1 + kur) -ur c 1ur ]d()) c Cos d-ur

S'(ur) 2
S ur

SRo E (uh) -: ke-uh (3.4)

where r0 = the half-width of the strip

and the other quantities are the same as those defined previously. For simplicity,

-1h" has been assumed to be much less than I r" in the numerator of equation (3.4).

Although this equation is not directly integTable, numerical values for the integral

have been previously tabulated. The attenuation at points off the center of the
strip can be found easily by the following method:

Let the point in question he a distanee xI from one side of the
strip and a distance x2 from the other side. Now, find m- for

2 2R
a strip of width 2xI and add thl,, value to the corresponding 0

number for a strip of width 2x 2 , This sum is the attenuation at

the point in question.

3.13 Dose Due to Patticles in the Water

Due to the rapid attenuation of the activity with distance through the

water, only the actixity in the watei within a few feet of the observer is of impor-

tanoe; hence we can consider the body of water to be infinite in hor izontal extent

without affecting the results. The attenualion above an infinite body of water due to

a uniformly disti ibuted source thil oughoul the1 volume is given by the 1elation:

I k,r~ ~ ~ IIL l d o iE~h , ,,uh](3



where u1  linear absorption coefficient for water 1 0.510 feet for Cobalt 60

radiation in water)

and d depth (in feet).

1l For large bodies of water, where the dose from the water is controlling, the

maximum attenuation over the water turns out to be about 5. 9 times the depth (in

1 feet).

3.14 Distances Off Shore for a Shelter Factor of 100

I Using the appropriate values for the constants in equations 3.4 and

3.5, Figure 3.1 was constructed showing the relation between river width and

depth to obtain a shelter factor of 100, 3 feet above the center of the river. For

example, for a 25-foot deep river, the minimium width required for a shelter

I factor of 100 is 2350 feet; for a 35-foot depth, the corresponding figure is about

1950 feet, and forSOor more feet, it is 1800 feet. In other words, one must be

1 at least 300 yards off the shore of a deep river to obtain a shelter factor of 100

relative to the radiation level over the nearby land. If the river is less than

17 feet deep, a shelter factor of 100 cannot be obtained regardless of width.

Figure 3.2 is a plot of the distance off shore vs. river width (and

depth) for a shelter factor of 100. Here we see that the minimum "safe" dis-

tance off shore is 750 feet (250 yards) for deep, wide rivers (or for large lakes

or the ocean). When the river depth is only 25 feet, however, one must be

about 1000 feet off the shore of a river 2500 feet wide. In general, the corres-

ponding distances for a shelter factor of 100 in the case of lakes will be a little

j greater than those fo7 rivers, but the difference is probably negligible in all

cases of practical interest.

3.15 General Ryquirements in Addition to Satisfactory Shelter Factor

To be habitable as a shelter, every boat should meet the following

minimum requirements-

1) Provide living accommodations under shipboard cover for

two weeks. The facilities should include toilets, fresh water,

food storage, medical supplies, fire fighting equipment and

one bunk for each persun. Also, equipment to wash off any

fallout that falls on the deck or other parts of the boat.

19
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I

2) Have power or be capable of being towed by some vessel in the

immediate neighborhood. I
3) Have facilities for mooring in the appropriate location and plan

to be at least several boat lengths from every other boat.iI
4) Have pumps, either hand or power-operated (if fuel is available)

to take care of leaks, rain, and water from rough seas.

In any emergency operation, boats used for shelter from fallout will

undoubtedly be housing more people than were ever before aboard for more than a

few hours in good weather. Special care would have to be taken to be sure that the

extra loading is not such as to make a hazard or a trap out of a vessel that might

have provided adequate shelter for a smaller number of people.

3.2 CLASSES OF VESSELS AVAILABLE FOR SHELTER

All boats and ships of American Registry other than, vessels belonging to

military organizations were considered in this survey. The 4000 ships of 1000

gross tons and over account for more than 3/4 of the tonnage and shelter capability

of the U. S. At any given time many of these will be on the high seas or in foreign

ports and, therefore, not accessible. Our merchant fleet accounts for almost 25%

of the world's shipping and a large part of it is in coastwide trade. An assumption

has therefore been made that foreign shipping in our ports is usually equal in

tonnage to American shipping away from our ports. These 4000 ships have a net

capacity of approximately 16, 000, 000 tons. Most of them are in the 5,000 to

10,000 ton category.
.

Vessels of 5 net tons or more are "documented" by the Bureau of Customs,

are capable of providing fallout shelter and, therefore, are included in the analysis

below: There are 38, 000 such vessels with a net capacity of 3, 000, 000 tons. Most

vessels are smaller than 500 tons each.

Vessels "numbered but undocumented" by the Bureau of Customs (Coast

Guard) include all those longer than 16 feet if powered with permanent or detachable

motors. Many of these are open runabouts, fishing boats and day sailors which

would not be considered suitable for two-weeks shelter from fallout. In all there

are •pproximately 470, 000 boats in the continental United States in this category.

St•listics are not readily available on their capacity. A conservative assumption is

i lv he" hai ve 470, 000 net tons capacity usable for fallout shelter.

A ci ntsing sailboat of 5 net.tons is generally about 28 feet in over-all length. A
-2 ',-wor beoat" or fishing boat of 5 net tons is usually longer.



K A summary of the above vessels and assumptions is as follows:

Category Number Total Capacity Average Net Tonnage

greater than) 4,000 16,000,000 tons 4000
1000 tons

5 to 1000 tons 38,000 3,000,000 tons 80

16 to 28 ft. 470,000 470,000 tons 1

TOTAL 512,000 19,000,000 tons

3.3 SOURCES OF INFORMATION

Comprehensive records are maijitained by the Bureau of Customs of the

U. S. Treasury Department on merchant marine vessels. The summary docu-

ment issued annually tabulates vessels by port of registry, size, kind of power,

age, etc. It Is known as wMerchant Marine Statistics", Is published by the Bureau

of Customs and is available from the U. S. Government Printing Office for 40 cents.

The data shown below are from the 1958 edition. The 1959 edition, recently re-

ceived, shows a 3% increase in over-all values. This change is not significantly

different for any portion of the record and is almost trivial in comparison with the
gross allowances noted in Section 3.6.

The vessels listed include almost all those over 5 net tons capacity. The

various forms of documentation are as follows:

,) Registered 4700 vessels engaged in foreign trade or whaling.

2) Enrolled and Licensed - 16,900 vessels of 20 not tons or more

engaged in coasting trade or fishing. Also included in this cate-

gorvy arc vessels of 5 net tons or more located ,long the Canadian

boi der.

.3) Licensed - 16,900 vessels of 5 net tons or more including bargos,

scows, lighters and canal boats.

Specific details of size, rig, power, name, home port, owner, etc. are

recorded in 1he book ýMerchant Vessels of the United States 1959 (including yachts),

It is published annually by the Bureau of Customs and is available from the U. S.

Government Printing Office for $6.25. Civil Defense authorities in each area plan-

ning to use covered boats for shelter for fallout may obtain all pertinent informa-

tion on each boat in their area from this latter document.
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Records on small boats useful for shelter are not nearly so complete.
Their numbers are tabulated in the "Proceedings of the Merchant Marine Couneile.

Vol. 16, No. 3 of March 1959 published by the U. S. Coast Guard. Page 65 of 3
that bulletin lists the totals of "numbered and undocumented" vessels recorded in

each Customs Port. Vessels in this category are machinery-propelled with capa-

cities of less than 5 net tons. Boats of 16 feet and under with detachable m6tors

are specifically excluded. I
The grand total shown of 482, 000 includes 12, 000 recorded in Alaska,

Hawaii and Puerto Rico. Of the 470,000 recorded in continental United States,

less than half are small fishing vessels and others used in trade. A certain per-

centage of these and a somewhat larger percentage of the pleasure boats in this
category do not have the living accommodations necessary for two-week shelter 3
occupancy noted above. Nationwide statistics do not seem to be available on those

boats in this category that are suitable, nor are the ten Coast Guard District

Offices likely to have them. The 44 individual Customs Ports may have suitable

detailed data but the local chapters of the Coast Guard Auxiliary and the U. S.

Power Squadion will quite likely have or have access to the ilecessarv data. Mamy

state governments are taking over the licensing of small boats. By the end of

1961 it is likelv that more complete data will be available in those states hiving

large numbe-.s of boats.

Informa tion relating net ton capacity to shelter capacity is much less pre- I
CiSe, A preliminary figure of one person per one net ton of c-apacity was suggested

by a vat ictv of people with Navy, Merchant Marine or pleasure boating experience.

It does not seem unreasonable for any vessel provided proper pyeliminary art ange-

ments are made. The only documentation available for this figure or for any

vessels loaded to near maximum human capacity appears in "'The Secret Roadsý' by

don and David Kimche, published by Farrar, Straus and Cudahy of New York in

195 . This book records in popular fashion the "illegal' ship migration to Palestine

in th, 193:4 1948 pci iod. Further details of the capacity relationships are given in I
Section 3. 5 below.

I
I
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3.4 NUMBERS OF BOATS AND THEIR NET TONNAGE CAPACITY RECORDED
IN EACH STATE AND OCDM REGION

The figures below are a compilation from the Bureau of Customs and Coast

Guard data adjusted where necessary to give state totals, There are Customs

District Offices in all but 12 states (Arkansas, Colorado, Idaho, Iowa, Kansas,

Nevada, New Mexico, Oklahoma, So. Dakota, Utah, W. Virginia, Wyoming).

The boats moored in these states but registered in the nearest office in an adja-

cent state are few and are of little consequence in this program. The small boat

figures are recorded for a more limited number of Customs Port Offices and do

combine large numbers of boats for adjacent states. Adjustments have been made

to the available figures to arrive at reasonable estimates of the small boats in

Delaware, Washington, D. C., Mississippi, and New Jersey.

Table 3. 1 lists the numbers of vessels in the three major categories along

with theiT combined tonnage. The figures are by OCDM regions and then by

states. Twelve states (in six of eight regions) have more than 500, 000 net tons

shipping capacity and might, therefore, consider shipping an important resource

not only for shelter from radioactive fallout, but also for emergency transport.

These states in order of decreasing vessel tonnage registered are New York,
California, Delaware, Texas, Louisiana, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Oregon, Ohio,

Florida, Virginia and Washington.

Within these twelve states the most important ports (those which have

greater than 50, 000 net tons of shipping each) of registry are:

New York: New York, Buffalo
California: Los Angeles, San Francisco
Delaware: Wilmington
Texas, Galveston, Corpus Christi, Houston, Port Arthur
Louisiana: New Orleans, Morgan City, Lake Charles
Maryland. Baltimore
Pennsylvania: Philadelphia, Pittsburgh
Oregon: Portland
Ohio Clevcland, Cincinnati
Florida. Tampa, Jacksonville, Pensacola
Virginia: Norfolk, Newport News
Washington: Seattle, Tacoma

Of the total 19,685,000 net tons capacity in 511, 000 vessels, more than 80%

are registered in the above 12 states. A sizeable pei centage of the tonnage is in

tankers - vessels that might be somewhat difficult to convert In a short time for

use as habitable fallout shelters. Large scale use of boats and ships for shelter

could best be examined b' a detailed study of the facilities of the vessels registered
25

in the 25 ia~lor ports of the 1 2 states listed above.
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TABLE 3.1

NUMBERS. CAPACITIES, AND REGISTRY PORTS OF VESSELS LIKELY TO BE
SUITABLE FOR SHELTER FROMRADIOACTIVE FALLOUT

Number of Vessels
Undoce- Net Tons

Commercial Yachts mented Capacity
Region state •5 tons > 5 tons C6 tons (in 10001s) Customs Districts

Conn. 353 116 12,000 48 Bridgeport,* Hartford, New Haven,
Now London

Maine 418 33 10,000 253 Portland,* Bangor, Bar Harbor, Bath,
Belfast, Calais, Eastport, Jonesport,
Rockland

Mass. 1124 193 19,000 344 Boston,* Fall River, Gloucester,
OCDM I New Bedford, Plymouth, Salem

N. H. 17 6 - 7 Portsmouth

N. J. 290 33 3,000 65 Newark, Perth Amboy

N. Y. 4836 608 71.000 4399 New York, * Albany, Buffalo, * Ogdens-
berg, Cape Vincent, Rouses Point,
Rochester,* Oswego

R. 1. 227 65 6,000 56 Providence,* Newport

Vt. 9 2 1.000 2 St. Albans,* Burlington
Totals 7274 1056 122,000 5174 3

Del. 1448 31 5,000 1404 Wilmington
D. C. 60 11 13,000 17 W°ta-hington

Ky. 290 8 3,000 107 Louisville*

Md. 1657 162 13,000 1074 Baltimore,* Annapoliv, Cambridge,
Crisfield

OCDM 2 Ohio 789 63 12,000 714 Cleveland,* Sandusky, Toledo,

Cincinnati I
Pa. 2132 167 24,000 1018 Philadelphia,* Erie, Pittsburgh#

Va. 1825 97 19,000 612 Norfolk,* Alexandria, Cape Charles,
Newport News, Reedvilla

W. Va._----_ _ _ _ _ _

Totals 8201 636 89,000 4946

Ala. 490 27 6,000 449 Mobile*

Fla. 2992 460 34,000 675 Tampa,* Apalachicola, Fernandlna Beach,
Jacksonville, Key West, Miami, Pensa- I
cola, St. Augustine, West Palm Beach

Ga. 406 22 3,000 296 Savannah,* Brunswick
OCDM 3' Miss. 456 28 4,000 23 Biloxi, Gulfport

N. C. 944 37 10,000 1,10 Wilmington,* Beaufort, Elizabeth City,
Washington

S. C. 350 15 2,000 59 Charleston, ' Georgetown

Tenn. 202 12 1,000 64 Mermphis,* Chattanooga, Nashville
Totals 6845 601 66,000 1706

Ill. 343 81 11,000 199 Chicago,' Peoria

Ind. 36 5 8,000 12 Indianapolis,' Evansville
Mich. 703 88 27,000 209 Detroit,* Muskegon, Port Huron,

OCDM 4 Sault Ste. Marie

Mo. 829 21 14,000 301 St. Louis,* Kansau City

WIse. 312 34 5,000 116 Milwaukee*
Totals 229 05,000 987

" Headquarters Ports (Cont'd)
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L I TABLE 3.1 (Contfd)
NUMBERS. CAPACITIES. AND REGISTRY PORTS OF VESSELS LIKELY TO BE

SUITABLE FOR SHELTER FROM RADIOACTIVE FALLOUT

Number of Vessels
Undoeu- Not Tons =

Commercial Yachts mented Capacity
Resion State 5 S tons > 6 tons x 6 tons (in 1000's) Customs Districts _

Ark. - - - -

La. 4242 84 26,000 1152 New Orleans, *Baton Rouge, Morgan City,
Lake Charles

OCDH 5 N. M. - - ___ __

Okla. - - - -

Texas 2243 87 17,000 1394 Galveston,* Corpus Christi, Houston,
Totals T4-85 -171 43,000 25 46 Laredo,* Brownsville, Port Arthur,*

Beaumont

Col. - - - -

Iowa - --

Kan.- --

Minn. 382 33 6,000 130 Duluth,* Minneapolis
OCDM S Neb. 20 - 1,000 2 Omaha

I N. D. 4 2 - Pembina$

S. D. - - --

Wyo.
Totals 406 35 7,000 132

Ariz. - - - - Nogales

Calif. 3357 490 42,000 2705 Los Angeles,' San Diego,* San Franoisco•l

OCDM 7 Eureka

Nov. - - - -

Totals 3357 490 -,2,000 2705

Idaho - -

Mont. 20 - 1,00) 1 Great Falls*
OCDM 8 Ore. 974 56 10,000 912 Portland,* Astoria, Coos Bay

Wash. 3588 720 25.000 576 Seattle,* Aberdeen, Bellingham, Port
Totals 4582 776 38,000 1488 Angeles, Port Townsend, Tacoma

Grand Totals: 38.373 3,994 469,000, 19,685I Approx. 51110000

' Headquarters Ports
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3,5 CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING SHELTER CAPACITY OF BOATS AND SHIPS

The size and characterlstics of water-bornevessels are so varied that any

general rule for determining shelter capacity is very likely to have exceptions.

Some general considerations, however, may be as follows: -

1) Individual small vessels may more readily be fitted out, loaded

with people and dispatched to safer waters. From a Civil Defense

Management point of view, however, it would be more difficult to

organize 100 vessels of 100 tons each than to organize 10 vessels

of 1000 tons each. I
2) Dry cargo freighters may have fewer obstructions to fitting out

efficiently as maximum capacity shelters, but the construction i
necessary would be far more extensive than that required by

passenger liners. I
3) Very large passenger liners such as the S. S. United States, regim-

tered at ;3, 300 tons, could hold L lzlenduub ntabtmLb %A people. i

With adequate warning they could be held in a U. S. port and fitted

out for maximum habitation. It would, however, seem more practical i

to concentrate planning for the smaller and far more numerous pas-

senger vessels in the 1000 to 10,000 ton range. These latter are !
somewhat less likely to be destroyed in a nuclear weapon attack and

may be far more accessible to those people in heavy fallout areas

who do not have adequate home basement or public building shelter

facilities.

4) Tankers would in general require extensive construction work to be I
useful as large-scale shelters. Since they would be needed even

moi v critically as tankers after an attack, it is unlikely that shelter I
plans should be made for them.

5) The (dimensions of ships and boats vary widely, but some physical I
characteristics may be inferred from the following table of general-

ized dimensions:



Gross Net Length Breadth Draft
I Tons Tons in Feet in Feet in Feet

5 4 28 8 4

100 75 80 19 8

300 230 110 34 9

1,000 750 200 45 12

3,000 2,200 320 55 20

10,000 6,000 600 70 37

I In shipping activities an equivalent of 1 net ton to 100 cubic feet is used for

both gross and net tonnage. Gross tonnage covers all permanently enclosed

space. Net tonnage is the remainder after deducting space occupied by the crew,

the navigation facilities and the propelling power. All figures in the tables in

this report are for net tonnage.

An over.-all relation between net tonnage and shelter capacity has been sug-

gested at the level of one person per net ton for all sizes of vessels. in informa-

tion discussion with individuals familiar with small boats, it was learned that

this is a quite valid and easily achievable figure for vessels of from 3 to 100 net

tons capacity.

The I net ton per person relationship has been proved valid for a sizeable

number of refitted passenger vessels in the 500 to 5,000-ton range. The book

IThe Secret Roads", cited above, records the passage of large numbers of people

across the Mediterranean during the 1938 to 1948 period. No complete detailed
statistics are known to exist, but it appears that upwards of .100,000 people made

the voyage from French, Italian, Greek, and Rumanian ports to Palestine under

conditions far more crowded than is customary for immigrant travel.

I In the later years of 1947 and 1948 the crowding, for voyages rnnging from

a few days to several weeks, was greater than one person per ton. This was

I achieved by small but experienced fitting out and operating crews working with

very highly mutivated travelers. Restrictions on remaining below decks for most

j of the day were far less severe than would have been necessary under conditions

of intense radioactive fallout. During these trips disease was held to a very small

I incidence even among badly undernourished people.
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Some of the statistics cited in the book were as follows:

Ship Country Vessel
Tonnage Passengers Date of Origin Name

400 900 January '47 Italy Sereni

4,000 4,500 July '47 France Exodus I
4,500 7,500 December '47 Rumania York

4,500 7,500 December 147 Rumania Crescent

It is significant that in the latter two voyages the embarkation took almost

two days under conditions where time was quite important. In vessels of these

and larger sizes embarkation time might be a more serious limiting factor than

internal capacity. It is not unlikely that as many as 20 trips of more than seven !

days each were made with passenger lists exceeding in number the net tonnage.

The application of the one person per net ton capacity criterion to larger vessels
re'sts on in~s ,,,,,,t' information. Large luxury liners In the range of 20. 000 3
6v GO, 0o0 tons• -ay iouLhHuiy carry as many ah 2, 000 4t 5, 000 puopic respoctivelly

(passengers plus service personnel) in peacetime service. During World War II I
as troop transports, they carried from 5,000 to 20, 000 lightly equipped troops.

The living conditions were far from 'lcomfortabler but did not approach those of j
the immigrant ships cited above. While large vessels in this size range might

well hold one person per net ton, other considerations such as damage, access,

and loading time might greatly reduce the effective shelter capacity,

The figures in Table 3.2 were calculated on the assumption that space

would be available and usable in the vessels registered. For comparison among

the various states no reduction factor was applied. For estimating over-all

effectiveness of a ship and boat program, it has been assumed that at least 10%

of the spaces (2, 000, 000 persons) and perhaps as many as 25% of the spaces

(5,000. 000 persons) could actually be made available at less cost than would be

necessary for building equivalent fallout shelters on land for these people..

"Attempts were made through unofficial channels in England and Israel to docu-
ment more precisely the number of such voyages, the ships used, dimensions
of ships, passengers pet- voyage, size of crews, amouits of food and medical
supplies used, incidence of disease, complements of doctors and nurses, etc.
These investigations were unsuccessful. It is possible, however, that such
records do exist in the archives of the tate of Israel and that access could be
obtained by inquiries made through official government channels. It would
also be possible to secure further information should it be of interest by direct
intel viewing of participanits in that piogram. Several such individuals are now
in the United States.



I TAB LE 3. 2

BOAT AND SHIP CAPACITIES, NUMBERS OF PEOPLE LIKELY TO USE SUCH SHELTER AND
•dMAXIMUM PERCENTAGE OF EACH STATE'S POPULATION THAT COULD BE ACCOMMODATED

Population Per cent of
without Net to be Population

Net Tons of 1950 Basement Accommodated to be'
Vessel Cap. Population Shelter on Vessels Accommodated

Refion State (in 1000a) fiT 10001s) (in 10001s) (in 10001s) on Vessels

Conn. 48 2,007 201 48 2

Maine 253 914 9 9 1

Mas9. 344 4,691 230 230 5

OCDM I 4N. H. 7 533 5 5 1
N. J, 65 4,835 726 55 1

N. Y. 4,399 14,830 1,483 1,483 10

R. 1. 56 792 79 56 7

Vt. 2 378 4 2 1
Totals 5,171 28,980 2,737 1,898

Region 1 SUMMARY: Greater Than 90% of Population have Access to Basements,
70% of remainder have access to boats.

Del. 1,404 318 127 127 40
(1/3 of capacity in barges)

D. C. 17 802 241 17 2
Ky. 107 2,945 1,180 107 4

Md. 1,074 2,343 705 7Ob 3M
OCDM 2 Ohio 714 7,947 795 714 9

Pa. 1,018 10,498 105 105 1

Va. 612 3,319 995 612 18

W . Va. _ __.....

ToItals 4,046 30,178 4,951 2,31

Region 2 SUMMARY: Greater Than 80% of Population have Access to Basements.
501 of remainder have access to boats.

Ala. 449 3,062 2,760 449 15
Fla. 675 2,771 2,500 676 24

Ga. 206 3,4,15 2,760 296 9

OCDM 3 Miss. 23 2,179 1,970 23 1
N. C. 140 4,002 2,440 140 3

S. C. 69 2,117 1,480 59 3

Tenn. 64 3,292 1.970 64 2
Totals 1,706 20,928 15,880 1,709

Region 3 SUMMARY: Greater Than 20% or Population have Access to Basernents.
-10% of remainder have access to boats,

1II. 199 8,712 1,740 199 2

Ind. 12 3,934 780 12 -

OCDM 4 Mich. 269 6,372 900 20! 4

Me. 391 3,955 1,190 391 10
(>90% of capacity in barges)

Wi•e, 116 _3,435 510 116 3
Totais 987 26,408 5,180

Region 4 SUMMARY: Greater Than 80% of Population have Access to Basements.
20% of remainder have access to boats.

(Cont'd)1
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TABLE 3. 2 (Cont'd)

flOAT AND SHIP CAPACITIES, NUMBERS OF PEOPLE LIKELY TO.USE SUCH SHELTER AND
MAXIMUM PERCENTAGE OF EACH STATE'S POPULATION THAT COULD BE ACCOMMODATED

Popu1•tton Per cent of

without Net to be Population
INet Tons of 11950 Basement Accommodated to be
Vessel Cap. Population melter on Vessels Accommodated

Region State (in 1000's) (in 1000's) (in 10001s) (in 10001s) on Vessels

Ark. - 1,910 1,530 - -

LA. 1,152 2,684 2,550 1,152 43
OCDM 5 N. M. 681 610 -

Okla. - 2,233 1,780 - --

Tex. 1,394 7,711 694 1,394 1
Totals 2,546 15,219 13,410 2,546
Region 5 SUMMARY: Greater Than 10% of Population have Access to Basements.

20% of remainder have access to boats.

Col. - 1,325 800 --

Iowa - 2,821 790 - - IKan. - 1,905 950 --

OCDM 6 Minn. 130 2, 982 450 130 4

Neb. 2 1,326 400 2 -

N.D. -- 620 90 - --

S.D. 853 130 - -

Wyo. 291 90 - -

Totals 132 11, 723 3,700 132 -

Region 6 SUMMARY: Greater Than 66% of Population have Access to Basements.
Lees than 5% of remainder have access to boats.

Ariz. - 750 680 -

OCDM 7 Nev. - 160 130 - -

Utth - 689 480 - -

Totals 2,705 12,185 10,290 2,705
Region 7 SUMMARY: Greater Than 15% of Population have Access to Basements.

25% of remainder have access to boats.

Idaho - 589 240 - I
OCDM a Mont. 1 591 180 1 -

Ore. 012 1,521 760 760 50

WToals. 576 1,190 576 24
Total 1,489 5,080 2,370 1,337
Region 8 SUMMARY: Greater Than 50% of Population have Access to Basements.

n0% of remainder have access to boats,

TOTALS: 19,686 150,701 58,518 13,698

SUMMARY: Greater Than 6(0% of Population have Access to Basements.
23% of remainder have access to boats.
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3.6 SUMMARY OF THE NUMBERS OF PEOPLE BY OCDM REGION AND STATE
WHO MIGHT TAKE ADVANTAGE OF BOAT AND SHIP SHELTER

OCDM Region 1

Boat shelter is of major importance in New York State particularly

for residents of Long Island and for those in Westchester County living on Long

Island Sound. The maximum capacity of more than 4,000, 000 places would very

likely be reduced substantially by blast damage and limited access, The tactic

may also be important in Massachusetts for residents of Cape Cod and for those

along Massachusetts and Buzzard Bays. Similarly it may be of importance in

Rhode Island for residents along Narragansett Bay. A conservative assumption

for the region is that 500, 000 to 1,000, 000 persons might be able to take advan..

tage of this tactic.

i OCDM Region 2

Boat shelter is of major importance in Delaware and Maryland wherc

large numbers of people do not have access to basement shelter and live near the

water. In Virginia and Ohio it may be of importance if the vessels are not destroyed

and the people needing shelter have access to the boats. A conservative assumption

for the region is that from 500, 000 to 1,000,000 might be able to take advantage of

this tactic.

OCDM Region 3

i Boat shelter Is of major importance In Florida. It is of some import-.

,nce in Alabama and Georgia if the residents of these two states can reach boats

that ani undamaged. A conservative assumption is that from 200,000 to 500, 000

persons might be able to take advantage of this tactic.

I OCDM Region 4

Boat shelter may be of some importance in Missouri. Most of the

1 ,!ipacity is in Missouri and Mississippi river barges. If most of these are undamaged

nnd ace•e,;,ihle, the estimate of 100, 000 to 200, 000 persons might prove overly con-

I servativv.
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4 OCDM Region 5 J

Boat shelter is more important in Louisiana than in almost any other

state. This state has almost no basement shelter; very little public building

shelter; lots of boat shelter; lots of access considering the frontage along the

Gulf of Mexico, the Mississippi River and other waterways; and a high proba-

bility that a high percentage of the vessels will be undamaged. Boat shelter may

also be of some importance in Texas. It is possible, however, that a sizeable

percentage of the tonnage In Texas is in tankers and that access will not be

practical for many of the people needing shelter. A conservative estimate for

the region is that from 500, 000 to 1,000,000 persons might be able to take ad- I
vantage of this tactic.

OCDM Region6 6

This tactic is of little importance in Region 6. Even in Minnesota it

is unlikely that as many as 30, 000 people could take advantage of the boat I
capacity.

OCDM Region 7 1
Boet shelter is of major importance in California. The shipping and

small boats are concentrated in the few protected harbors of the San Francisco,

Los Angeles and San Diego areas. Even though there is a lot of capacity it is

likely that much will be damaged and that relatively few people needing shelter

wilJ have access to the boats. These unfavorable conditions are reflected in the I
very conservative estimate of 200, 000 to 700, 000 persons who might be able to

take advantage of boat shelter.

OCCDM Region 8

Boat shelter is of major importance in Oregon and Washington. In

both of these states access may be a serious problem so that the estimate is

conservatively sel at from 200, 000 to 500, 000 people who might take advantage

of it.

The above figuies were derived from Table 3.2. That table listing tonnage,

population and basement shelter available for each state has been derived from the

sholtei dawt of Table 2. 2 and the boat data of Table 3.1. There are 16 states noted

spccificidllv a)iv, in which boat shelter Is particularly significant. Their identify,



I 'location and likely capacity is shown in Figure 3.3. It may be noted that more

capacity exists under conditions of little boat damage than could be used in Maine,

I iMassachusetts, New York, Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania and Oregon. It

has not been considered logical to attempt to move and allocate this left over

I capacity.

The conservative estimate of capacity likely to be used may be summarized

as follows;

OCDM Region Number of People Likely
to Use Boat Shelter

1 500,000 to 1, 000,000

2 500,000 to 1, 000,000

3 200, 009 to 500,000

I 4 100, 000 to 200,000

5 500,000 to 1,000, 000

6 Much less Vhan 100, 000

1 7 200,000 to 700,000

8 200, 000 to 500, 000

Total for continental United States: 2,000,000 to 5,000,000.

The conditions under which 2,000,000 to 5, 000, 000 people of the continental

United States might realistically take advantage of the theoretical 19, 000, 000

spaces in boat and ship shelter may be summarized as follows:

1) United States vessels (or their equivalent) are in their home

ports.

2) Vessels arc not seriously damaged.

3) Vessels are accessible to the population needing shelter and then

accessible to mooring or control in water of prescribed minimum

depth at the prescribed minimum distance from the shore and

from other vessels.

4) Vessels are fitted out to bunk people for two weeks at a capacity

of up to one person per net ton.

5) Vessels are fitted out with sanitary and safety devices necessary

for the complement assigned.
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I

6) Vessels are stocked with water, food, medical supplies and

*1fuel.

7) Vessels and population seeking shelter are organized to facili-

j tate boarding in a time period that is safe considering the likely

or actual fallout intensity.

8) Vessels are managed by suitable monitors.

9) Vessels are provided with facilities for minimizing the radio-

active contamination on their exterior surfaces.

[
i
I
1
I

I
1
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CHAPTER 4

SHELTER IN MINES

4.1 TYPES OF MINES CONSIDERED

Within the continental United States there are more than a billion square

feet of underground mine space in many hundreds of mines. The most appro-

priate mines for use as shelter from radioactive fallout are those already

Identified and surveyed by the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers. In 1946, under

the direction of the Munitions Board and with the cooperation of the U. S.

Bureau of Mines, the Corps of Engineers selected 310 mines with an aggregate

floor space of 470, 820, 000 square feet as most suitable for underground

storage and manufacturing installations. Expert opinion available to that sur-

vey indicated that formations of granite, gypsum, limestone, sandstone, and

salt have the best properties for underground use. These formations permit

wide spai±s, high ceilings, and regular pillar arrangements. Coal mines were

considered unsuitable because of low and unstable ceilings and the hazards of

dust and gas explosions.

Natural caverns, such as Howe's Caverns in New York and Carlsbad

Caverns in New Mexico, were considered suitable, but most other natural forma-

tions tend to have tortuous passages and very irregular interiors that would make

fitting out considerably more difficult than would be the case in regularly exca-

vated mines,

Horizontal or "drift" entries would be the most satisfactory for shelter use.

Existing openings could be enlarged economically and additional entrances easily

provided. "Shaft' mines, requiring elevators for entry, not only present pro-

blems in ventilation and drainage, but may present serious problems of achieving

occupancy in the event of short warning time.

The 310 mines identified and located in the booklet "Underground Plants for

lIdustrv' haive the following minimum characteristics:

I) Overhead and sidecover not less than 50 feet. (Such mines have

a shelter factor well above 1000 so long as the entrance ways do

not permit straight-line radiation paths.)

2) Floor area not less than 25,000 square feet.

3) Rooms at least 20 feet wide and 10 feet high.

il FI,,, grade not greater than 3%.
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A few of the sites listed have been occupied by activities concerned withI• shelter from nuclear attack. The first and best known of these is the Iron

Mountain Atomic Storage Corp. which is located in the Burden Iron Mine at

Linlithgo, New York. In the 14-year interval since the detailed survey was

made, many new mines have opened up. Thus it has been assumed that such
underground space, as has been occupied by facilities seeking shelter, has
been more than compensated for in each area by new underground excavations.

Excavations in limestone account for approximately 65% of the mines sur-

veyed. Salt, lead-zinc, sandstone and gypsum formations accounted for 26% of
the mines. The remaining 9% included formations of borax, clay, copper, gold,
iron, mica, marble, pyrite, potash, seismotite and slate.

3
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4.2 115OURCES OF INFORMATION

The most important source of information on the location and size of under-

ground mines suitable for shelter is the 109-page document available without

charge from the Bureau of Mines entitled "Underground Plants for Industry"

published January 1956 by the Dept. of Defense. This report is an unclassified I
summary of work carried out in 1946 under the direction of the U. S. Army

Corps of Engineers. The actual survey work was done under contract W-49-129-

ENG-59 by Guy B. Panero-Engineers, 420 Lexington Avenue, New York,

New York. That organization prepared a series of nine reports, the most im-

portant of which for this Civil Defense study, was number six and titled "Under-

ground Installations, Sites and Geological Formations". As is apparent from the

title of the Dept. of Defense summary report, the information was assembled for

use by industries essential to our military facilities.

Other sources studied included the annual "Catalog Survey and Directory

Number of Mining World" and the "Keystone Coal Buyer's Manual". The former

is published annually at 500 Howard Street, San Francisco 5, California. It I
lists only active mines (excluding coal mines) and includes a great many open pit

mnd otherwise unsuitable sites for shelter. This directory is helpful In that it

lists the exact addi ess, the main office as well as the names of company officials

for each mine. The "Keystone Coal Buyer's Manual" is published annually by

McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc., 330 West 42nd Street, New York, New York.

As noted above, underground coal mines are far less satisfactory shelters than

limestone and other formations listed. They are, however, of some imporianco

as a last resort, particularly because there are so many of them and they exist

in so manV states. The 1957 edition of the Keystone Coal Buyer's Manual has n

map of the Ulnited States on pages 534 and 535 showing a location of coall fields.

Thai directov also lists the exact addresses and names of company officials fol:

e1ch in in(.
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4.3 SUITABLE MINES AND THEIR FLOOR AREA IN EACH STATE AND.1 OCDM REGION

Table 4. 2 at the end of this section lists the number and area of under-

I ground mines suitable for fallout shelter in each state. It is possible, in the

U event of a crisis in international affairs, that industries essential to military

activities may actively seek the underground space surveyed for that purpose,

and hence some of this space may not be available to Civil Defense organiza-

tions at the time it is most critically needed. It turns out, however, due to the

large amounts and locations of space available, particularly in New York,

Pennsylvania, Missouri, Oklahoma, New Mexico and Kansas, that both the

I people needing shelter and the industries desiring to relocate could likely be

accommodated. The limiting factor is likely to be access time to the avail-

aome entrieb xuI1ha li• t"- .... •1 .a. . in each of thA six states noted

above, there is more than 40, 000, 000 square fect of space available. In each

of four other states - West Virginia, Michigan, Wisconsin and Illinois -

there is more than 10, 000, 000 square feet of space available in clean under-

ground mines. These ten states in order of decreasing mine shelter area are

shown in Table 4. 1.

Of the total 470,820, 000 square feet of floor space in suitable mine
shelter in the United States, 94% is in states in Table 4.1. In these, as in

other slates, the mines are almost always in small towns and are usually more

than 20 miles from a sizeable (or target) city. The only major cities listed

with mines within or very close to the city limits are Detroit and Grand Rapids,

Michigan; Kansas City, Missouri; St. Paul, Minnesota; and Louisville,

Kentucky. It has been assumed for the purpose of this study, however, that

although the enemy might well try to launch a surprise attack (i.e. , only a
aafew minutes warning at best) on our retahiatory and air defense capability, an

all-out attack on Industrial targets might be delayed for a period of hours while

I they (the enemy) assessed the effectiveness of their "first blow" and awaited

our possible surrender before striking again. This period of hours would allow

I large numbers of people to travel 50 to 100 miles to get to suitable mine (or

other) shelter.

i
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TABLE 4.2

MINES IN THE U.S. SUITABLE FOR FALLOUT SHELTER AND ESTIMATES OF
THE POPULATION BY STATE AND OCDM REGION THAT MIGHT BE

ACCOMMODATED

Pop. Net
Est. Without To Be % Of

No-Of Area 1950 Basement Accom. Pop.
Mines (sq. ft.) Pop. Shelter In Mines In Mines

State Suitable (xl0-3) (x10"3) (xl0-3) (x10-3)

OCDM Region 1

Conn. - - 2,007 201

Maine 1 30 914 10 3 0.3I
* Ma . -- - 4,691 230

N.H. - 533 5 -

N, J. - 4,835 726 -

N. Y. 16 50,000 14,830 1,480 1,480 10

R,. 1. 792 79 -

Vt. 3 620 378 5 5 1.3

Totals 20 50,650 28,980 2.736 1,488

Region I SUMMARY: Greater Than 90% of Population have Access to
Basements.
i0% of remainder could be accommodated in mines,

OCDM Region 2

Del. - 318 127

D. C. .... 802 241

Ky. 10 4,400 2,945 1,180 440 15

Md. -- 2, 34:3 705 --

Ohio 11 7,800 7,947 790 780 10

Pa. 29 122,100 10,498 100 100 1

Va. 4 370 3,319 990 37 1

Wý Va 7 .1•500 . 2.,_ 0 80 40 .

Totals 61 148,170 30,178 4,933 2,157

Region 2 SUMMARY: Greater Than 80% of Population have Access to
Basements.
40% of remainder could be accommodated in mines.
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TABLE 4.2 (Cont'd)

MINES IN THE U.S. SUITABLE FOR FALLOUT SHELTER AND ESTIMATES OF
THE POPULATION BY STATE AND OCDM REGION THAT MIGHT BE

ACCOMMODATED I
Pop. Net

Est. Without To Be % Of

No. Of Area 1950 Basement Accom. Pop.

Mines (sq. ft.) Pop. Shelter In Mines In Mines

State Suitable (x10-3) (x10-3) (xl0"3) (x10-3)

OCDM Region 3

Ala. 2 300 3,062 2,760 30 1

Fla. 2,771 2,500

Ga. 5 200 3,445 2,760 20 0.6

Miss. 2,179 1,970

N. C. 2 100 4,062 2,440 10 0.25

S, C. 2,117 1,480

Tenn. 18 2,600 3,292 1L970 260 8

Totals 27 3,200 20,928 15,880 320 I
Region 3 SUMMARY: Greater Than 20% of Population have Access to

Basements.
2% of remainder could be accommodated in mines.

OCDM Region 4

Ill. 22 12, 500 8,712 1,740 1,250 14 1
Ind. 5 1,800 3,934 780 180 5

Mich. 6 13, 900 6,372 960 960 15 1
Mo. 32 60,900 3,955 1,190 1,190 30

Wisc. 18 11,000 3.,435 510 510 15 i

Totals 83 100,100 26,408 5,180 4,090

Region 4 SUMMARY: Greater Than 80% of Population have Access to
Basements. i
80% of remainder could be accommodated in mines.

I
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.1 i TABLE 4.2 (Cont'd)

MINES IN THE U, S. SUITABLE FOR FALLOUT SHELTER AND ESTIMATES OF
THE POPULATION BY STATE AND OCDM REGION THAT MIGHT BE

I ACCOMMODATED

Pop. Net
Est. Without To Be % Of

No. Of Area 1950 Basement Accom. Pop.
Mines (sq. ft.) Pop. Shelter In Mines In Mines

I State Suitable (x0-3) (x0-3) (x0 3 ) (x)0-3)

0CDM Region 5

I Ark. 1 200 1,910 1,530 20 1

La. 4 6,200 2,684 2,550 620 23

j N. M. 3 43,600 681 610 610 90

Okla. 75 66,400 2,233 1,780 1,780 80

Tex. 2 700 7,711 6,940 70 1

Totals 85 117,100 15,219 13,410 3,100

Region 5 SUMMARY: Greater Than 10% of Population have Access to
Basements.
20% of remainder could be accommodated in mines.

I OCDM Region G

Colo. 1,325 800

Iowa 3 1,000 2,621 790 100 4

Kan. 13 46,300 1,905 950 950 50

Minn. 3 300 2,982 450 30 1

Nebr. 2 700 1,326 400 70 5

N. D. 620 90

S. D. 653 130

Wyo. 291 90

1Totals 21 48,300 11,723 3,700 1,150

Region 6 SUMMARY: Greater Than 65% of Population have Access to
Basements.
30% of remnminder could be accommodated in mines.

(Cont'd)
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TABLE 4.2 (Cont'd) $

MINES IN THE U. S. SUITABLE FOR FALLOUT SHELTER AND ESTIMATES OF
THE POPULATION BY STATE AND OCDM REGION THAT MIGHT BE I

AC COMMODATED

Pop. Net i
Est. Without To Be % Of

No. Of Area 1950 Basement Accom. Pop.

Mines (sq. ft.) Pop. Shelter In Mines In Mines j
State Suitable (x10-3) (x10-3) (x10-3) (x10"3)

OCDM Region 7

Ariz. 1 100 750 680 10 2

a9, 70n 10.F586 9.000 270 3

Nev. 3 500 160 130 50 31

Utah 689 480

Totals 13 3,300 12,185 10,290 330

Region 7 SUMMARY: Greater Than 15% of Population have Access to
Basements.
3% of remainder could be accommodated in mines.

OCDM Region 8

Idaho 589 240

Mont. 591 180

Ore. 1,521 760

Wash. _ 2,379_ 1, 190

Totals 5,080 2,370

Region 8 SUMMARY: Greater Than 50% of Population have Access to
Basements.

None of remainder could be accommodated in mines.

GRAND
TOTAL: 310 470,820 150,701 58,499 12,635

SUMMARY Greater Than 60% of Population have Access to Basements,
22% of remainder could be accommodated in mines.
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4.4 CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING SHELTER CAPACITY OF MINES

Various Civil Defense reports have used a minimum space per person

figure on the order of 100 cubic feet. If provision in mine shelters is made for

multi-deck bunks of at least four bunks high, it seems quite reasonable to allow

10 square feet of floor space per person (40 square feet of floor space per four

people). This specification provides for space below bunks, aisles, and service

I facilities. While bunks decked four high is a reasonable maximum for con-

structed shelters (as reported in conversations with the human factor engineers

of Dunlap Associates of Stamford, Conn.), it is a conservative limit for under-

ground mines with minimum ceiling heights of 10 feet and typical heights of

15 to 30 feet.

Mines with between 25, 000 and 100, 000 square feet of area could be equip-

* pvd to house from 2,500 to 10,000 people. Access should be through more than

one entry wherever possible.

I Mines of 100, 000 to 1,000,000 square feet floor area could be equipped

to house from 10, 000 to 100, 000 people, but access is probably impractical

unless there is at least one drift entrance per 10, 000 people or one shaft

elevator for perhaps each 2, 000 people.

Of the 310 mines listed, 84 have areas in excess of 1,000, 000 square feet.

Few of these have one or more drift entrances per 100, 000 square feet so that

it is unlikely that they could be used to shelter people at the rate of one person

per 10 square feet unless further entrances were excavated. Direct examination

would be necessary at each mine site to determine the technical feasibility and

cost of such additional construction. The tabulation by states of shelter spaces

in Table 4. 2 assumes that provision could be made where necessary for addi-

1 tional entrances. These figures are used for state to state comparisons and are

based on the assumption that basement (but not boat) shelter will be used in pre-

ference to mine shelter wherever available.
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4.5 ESTIMATES OF AREAS AND NUMBERS OF PEOPLE WHO MIGHT TAKE
ADVANTAGE OF MINE SHELTER IN EACH 00DM REGION

OCDM Region 1

Mine shelter is of major importance in some parts of New York state.

The mine shelter is not in the same place as the boat shelters and therefore could

complement it very well. Of the 5, 000,000 mine shelter spaces in 20 mines of

OCDM Region 1, from 300, 000 to 600,000 spaces might be readily usable.

OCDM Region 2

Mine shelter is of great importance in West Virginia and of major

importance in Kentucky, Ohio and Pennsylvania. It is unlikely that more than a

very small percentage of the 12, 000, 000 spaces in Pennsylvania would be used,

since the people living greater than five miles away from these mine shelter areas

all have basements and would probably prefer to stay in them. In Kentucky, the

city of Louisville has 25, 000 shelter spaces accessible through four drift entrances

of one mine, These are a very important ,uuui uu. in summary, tho 15, 0000, C

shelter spaces in 61 mines of this region would probably not be usable by more

than 300,000 to 600,000 people.

OCDM Region 3

Tennessee is the only state in this region with appreciable mine

shelter capacity. Of the 300,000 shelter spaces in 27 mines, perhaps 100,000 I
people might actually find this to be their best shelter alternative since there is

little basement or public building shelter and not enough boat shelter in this

region.

OCDM Region 4

Mine shelter is of great importance in Missouri and of major importance

in Michigan, Illinois and Wisconsin. In particular, there are 1,250,000 shelter

spaces all with drift access (49 entrances) in Kansas City and nearby Independence,

Missouri. At least 100, 000 of these spaces (and maybe many more) could be used

1w people in and around Kansas City who either do not have basements or whose

basement shelter is not adequate. The 6, 000, 000 shelter spaces in three major

regions in Missouri are far more than enough to house the whole state's population.

this state, peihaps better than any other, could investigate in detail the shelter

*1



I •possibilities in its 32 mines and prepare both a short notice shelter program for

perhaps 100, 000 people as well as a longer notice evacuation program for many

more. Missouri is one of the two states in the country with inadequate basement

- shelter and with a large capacity in both mines and boats. In this state a direct

1 comparison could be made between the two alternate shelter systems.

Similarly, Detroit, Michigan has more than 800, 000 mine shelter

spaces and Grand Rapids has over 400, 000. The mines in both of these cities,

however, have shaft entrances and only four in each. The percentage of base-

ments in Michigan is higher than in Missouri, but the net population without

access to basements is about the same. As many as 100, 000 people may easily

be accommodated in the Detroit and Grand Rapids mines.

I The large number of mine shelter spaces in Illinois and Wisconsin

are somewhat remote from densely populated centers. They could, however, be

used as large scale evacuation centers. Certainly 500,000 and quite possibly

....... Cth 1 •0((1 00(1 people in Region 4 eoidld b- -ceommndpated in the- 0 000, o 1000
shelter spaces available in 83 mines.

OCDM Region 5

The very large number of spaces (6,640, 000) in Oklahoma are all in

the one small town of Picher. The town's population is less than 5,000 while its
county, Ottawa, of approximately 1, 000 square miles in area, has a population

of 32, 000. The 75 mines in Picher have 237 shaft entries. On a several day

Iwevacuation basis, these mines could provide shelter for people from Oklahoma,
Arkansas and Kansas. It is unlikely that more than 200, 000 people, even with

several davs for evacuation, could take advantage of this capability.

Similarly, New Mexico has all of its 4,360,000 mine bhelter spaces

in one small town, Cai Isbad, which has a small population of 18, 000 in a county

with a population of 41, 000 and an area of approximately 3600 square miles. The

three mines with six shaft entrances all together could provide excellent shelter

foi these neae-by pe'ople and could accommodate more than 3,000,000 persons

from further away in New Mexico and Texas if it were practical to provide

I several day evacuation.

A fair estimate for this region is that from 300, 000 to 600, 000 people

I might actually take advantage of the almost 12,000,000 shelter spaces available

in 85 mines.
I49
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OCDM.Region 6 I
Mine shelter is of major importance in Kansas. The two mines in

Kansas City have 20 drift entrances and shelter space for over 200,000 people. I
The utilization of this space probably should be coordinated with similar large
amounts of good mine shelter space, across the adjacent state border in i
Kansas City, Missouri. The other shelter space in Kansas is somewhat remote
from densely populated centers but could be used on a several day evacuation I
basis. Utilization will, however, be further limited by the small number of

entrances mostly of shaft type to these eleven other mines.

A small amount of mine shelter exists in St. Paul, Minnesota and
somewhat larger amounts exist in less densely populated parts of Iowa and

Nebraska. A conservative estimate for the region is that from 300, 000 to
600, 000 persons could take advantage of the almost 5,000, 000 shelter space in

the 21 mines.

OC1)M Region 7

Mine shelter is an important resource for the relatively small
population of Nevada. The mine shelter space in California is somewhat larger

and is an important resource for those people living in the central part of the

state. The total mine shelter space in the region is, however, small when

compared with the need or with the amounts available in other regions. It is
estimated that between 100, 000 and 200, 000 people could take advantage of the

more than 300, 000 mine shelter spaces in 13 mines.

OCDM Region 8

There is virtually no mine shelter space available in OCDM

Region 8.
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1, 4,6 SUMMARY OF MINE SHELTER POTENTIAL IN THE UNITED STATES

The figures in the preceding section were derived from Table 4.2. That _

• I table lists numbers of mines, estimated mine area, population and basement shelter

for each state. There are 16 states noted specifically in which mine shelter is of

importance. Their identity, location and likely capacities are shown in Figure 4.1.

It should be noted that more capacity exists than could be used in the states of

New York, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Michigan, Missouri, Wisconsin,

New Mexico, Oklahoma and Kansas. Evacuation across state borders may be an

important tactic (if waxning time is sufficient) in the Midwest and South.

The conservative estimate of the capacity likely to be used for mine shelter

is summarized as follows:

Number of People Likely

* OCDM Region to Use Mine Shelter

1 VUU, OuG WO

2 300,000 to 600,000

3 1.00,000 to 200,000

4 500,000 to 1,500,000

1 5 300,000 to 600,000

6 300,000 to 500,000

I 7 100,000 to 200,000

8 None

Total for Continental Unit'd Stites I, 900,000 to 4,300,000

'The conditions under '-hich 2, 000, 000 to 4,000,000 people of the continental1 United 81.,cs might 1 walis ieaflly take advntage of the theoretical 47, 000, 000

shelter spnees in ninmes ;areii ,s fotlows:

I Mines not otherwise occupied with military facilities, storage

O)J" m tetiaIs, )• ind,jsl ,ii'il plants.

2) Mines an(d niun entlinces not seriously damaged by nuclear

I attack o. -'ihotlige.
3) Mine,, na, to the population needing shelter.

1 4) Mines (ontances sufficiently large and numerous to permit

at ge nanheors of people to enter in a short period of time.
I5) Mines fr-ce of dlngev s of obnoxious fumes and fitted with pro-

tected ventilating sy-stems adequate for the number of peoplh

Sto 1,C housed, 51
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I

I 6) Mines fitted out to bunk people for two weeks at a capacity of

up to one person per ten square feet (bunks at least four high).

1 7) Mines fitted out with sanitary and safety devices for the corn-

plement assigned.

1 8) Mines stocked with water (if not naturally available under-

groundý food, medical supplies and fuel (if heating is

I essential).

9) Population is organized to enter the mines in a time period

that is safe considering the likely or actual radioactive fallout.

1.0) Mines are managed by suitable monitors.

II
U

I
!
I
I
I
I
I
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CHAPTER 5

CONSTRUCTION OF A MINIMUM-TYPE IMPROVISED BASEMENT SHELTER

5.1 INTRODUCTION AND OBJECTIVES

As was stated in Chapter 1 of this report, a shelter factor of 100 against

fallout radiation is believed to be a realistic minimum for the populace in those

areas where the highest levels of fallout might occur as a result of a full scale

nuclear attack on both our military and industrial potential. Although in the

larger cities and towns (of at least 50, 000 population), the basements and per-

haps even some of the upper floors of large multi-story public and private

buildings may offer considerable shelter space with a factor of 100 or more

against fallout radiation, most of the smaller cities and towns are not estimated

to have adequate communal shelter potential for more than a small percentage of

their residents. * Hence, it appears that the best low-cost shelter tactic for the

miihions uf people lving in the suburbs in thubu areas 01 the united btaes wnere

basements are prevalent, is to make use of their own home basements. These

basements on the average offer only a factor of about 20 against fallout radiation;

therefore a factor of five improvement is necessary to bring the shelter factor I

for the shelter area selected up to the minimum suggested figure of 100.

The Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization has prepared a booklet entitled

"•'The Family Fallout Shelter" (June, 1959) which gives detailed design and con-

struction information for building several types of fallout shelters on the individual's

premises. To date, more than a million copies of this booklet have been distri-

buted to interested citizens all over the country. The lowest cost shelter described
is a basement solid-concrete, block shelter which can be built for a materials'

cost of $150 to $200, and is suggested as a "do-it-yourself" project. There is no

doubt that a large number of American families could afford the $150 to $200 with-

out having to make any important sacrifices in their normal schedule of activities.

Whether they would in fact spend this amount of money, however, depends on how

highly they are motivated to provide this insurance for themselves. In addition,

it may well mean giving up valuable space in the basement which is either already

being used for other purposes, or for which plans have been made - such as

making a finished room for the children - although in some situations a dual pur-

pose use c-,n be incorporated There is also the problem of construction. To be

* See Cha•epir 6
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sure, the seasoned Mdo-it-yourselfer" will generally be willing to tackle most

any job whether he has previously done another one similar to it or not, but put-

ting up a permanent concrete block shelter is probably a more ambitious under-

taking than the great majority of homeowners have ever run into before.

These three potential deterrents - cost, space, and construction - to

building a basement concrete block shelter prompted the improvised home base-

ment fallout shelter study reported in the following sections of this chapter.

Specifically, the objectives of this study were:

I. To design and construct a family-size, sit-down-type, fallout

shelter in the corner of an average home basement.

2, To determine the realistic minimum material costs and mini-

i mum time required !o assemble the shelter.

3. TU deULCI 11u11U whetit,'j 1118 type V i shU iterl could ha huili illii t,

minimum time interval (roughly one hour) between H hour and

the time of arriv.l of significant fallout outside the more im-

mediate blast and thermal areas, if the materials were properly

stored along the basement walls out from the corner selected

for the sheltci area.

I Section 5.2 discusses the basic mat mials considered for the mass shielding

and shelter support, the materials finally selected, and the costs involved.

Section 5. 3 describes the meth,)d and technique of constructing the Improvised

sandbag shelter , the time f')r consti uction, and the various dimensions, loads,

I and stresses.

Section 5.4 presents the results of an experimental test to detei mine the.

shelter factor provided by the structure to both Cobalt .60 and Iridium-1 92 gamma

radiati)n, while Section 5. 5 desci ibes twn simulated occup.iney tests to determine

I the prolhlelb temperature ? ise and build-up of en rlon dioxi•e over a two -day

period Section 5,6 discusses general habitability considerations and suggests a

possible time ,chedule for excur"sions out of shelter starting nt 44 hours after

tile attack.

In Section 5. 7, a siruictural comparison is made between the cubical type of

shelter described above and a lean- to type of shelter wvhlch has been suggested by

others as ha ving certain possible advantages. Finnllv, the conclusions relating

Io thi•s; im,]provised I) sc(nwlnc t fallout shul kr at Ill u:-tittd in Section 5. 8, 55



5.2 MATERIALS AND COSTS

For a rectangular shelter built into the corner of the basement, the lowest

cost for any given mass shielding material per cubic foot of shelter volume

occurs when the floor area is a square and the height is equal to one side, form-

ing a cube. If we allow 70 ft. per person for a family of five - a total volume I3 2
of 350 ft. -- this corresponds to a cube 7 feet on a side, and provides 10 ft. of

floor space per person. Actually, the ceiling height of most home basements I
would automatically limit the inside shelter height to a maximum of about 6 feet.

In order to keep the construction as simple as possible, however, it was decided

to lower the inside height to 4 1/2 feet and increase the floor area from 50 to I2 2
about 75 ft. (15 ft. per person). This, of course, would not allow adults to

stand erect inside the shelter, but it was felt that the psychological advantage of I
being able to stand erect was less important than the degree of simplification in

shelter construction afforded by lowering the ceiling height for a minimum-cost

homp hriep.npnt Rheltrl rieqigrnv' nQ n A,-it-yourself project. and which could be
put up in the shortest possible time. The additional cost of mass shielding and

construction materials (for a given shelter volume) turns out to be only 15% more

than would be required for a shelter with a 6-foot ceiling. For the actual sandbag

shelter constructed, this "additional" cost is not meaningful since the simple I
design adopted would not allow increasing the height with safety to 6 feet without

additional support members. ,

The prime objective in selecting the mass shielding material to provide an
additional shelter factor of 5 over the existing factor of 20 assumed to exist in

the corner of a home basement, was low cost consistent with ease of construction

and long life. Two materials which might frequently be available at essentially I
no cost are paper (old newspapers, ' magazines, books, etc.) and water. Paper,

however, is hygroscopic, bulky and a distinct fire hazard. An effort was made to

deter mine if fireproof and watertight bags could be obtain'ed in which to place news-

papers, but bag manufacturers stated that no such bag is available, and if it were,

it would be expensive. Water has the distinct advantage that it can be used for I
drinking or other purposes when the need for shelter diminishes; however, no

suitable low-cost container could be found which would allow for convenient stack-

ing to make the shelter walls. One big problem seems to be that water tends to

rust through any common metal container if left standing In it for a period of a

vear or more
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i i
Having thus eliminated these two materials. from consideration, a list of

I 1five common building materials was drawn up and a comparison made of the
SU thicknesses and costs required to give an additional shelter factor of 5 in the

basement of the average house. This comparison is presented in Table 5.1.I The net shelter volume was taken to be 350 cubic feet with inside dimensions

of about 8'9" x 8'9" x 4'7". Earth and sand are seen to be the two least expen-

sive media which when bagged in high quality paper-asphalt-linedi burlap bags,
with 60 pounds per bag, result in a total cost of $35. The equivalent cost of

mass shielding with used bricks is about $75, while that for wood or concrete

blocks is about $100. Wood has the advantage of being a potential source of

heat as the need for shelter diminishes. Also, in the more rural areas, many

people either have a supply of firewood (or scrap lumber) on hand at all times

for which they have paid little or nothing, or can get it from nearby woodlands

at little or no cost. Firewood has the disadvantage of being bulky, requires a

thickness of 25 Inches, and is not easily "formed" into sturdy walls. Concrete

blocks without doubt offer the neatest and most compact solution, but costwise

they cannot compete with sand.I
TABLE 5. 1

COMPARISON OF THICKNESS AND COST OF COMMON SHIELDING MATERIALS
REQUIRED TO GIVE ADDITIONAL SHELTER FACTOR OF 5 IN BASEMENT

OF AVERAGE HOUSE

Required Size of No. of Weight Cost Per TotalThickness Basic Units Per Unit Unit(l) Cost
Material (inches) Unit Required (lbs.) (dollars) (dollars)

* 1. Wood (birch, elm, 25 8'x4'x4' 3 cords $35.00 $105
m,iple, oak)

2. Earth (loose) 13 60 lb. bag 235 60 0.138(2) 33

3. Sand (dry) 10 60 lb. bag 235 60 0.148(2) 35

4. Brick (common) 9 2"x4 "x8 ' 3300 4.5 0.023(3) 76

5, Solid Concrete Block 7.5 4"x8"x16" 380 44 0.25 95

(1) Delivered price in the Boston, Mass. area.(2) Cost of high quality used bag is 10 cents. Ordinary fill costs $1.25 per ton,
while unwashed sand costs about $1.60 per ton.

(3) Used bricks.
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After analyzing the information in Table 5. 1, it was decided that a sandbag

shelter offered the required protection for the lowest cost consistent with good

design. The only other material cost besides the sand and bags is enough lumber

to form the roof and other supports to sustain the sand load. Table 5. 2 lists the

material costs for the sandbag shelter actually constructed.

TABLE 5.2 I
MATERIAL COSTS FOR HOME BASEMENT SANDBAG SHELTER

Material Quantity Cost/Unit* Amount i
Used burlap bags.'- (16 x27w) 235 $ .10/bag $23.50
(lined with paper asphalt)

2. Unwashed sand 'delivered) 7 tons 1. 60/ton 11.20 I
3. Western hemlock, utility grade .15 pieces . :li/bd. ft. 27.50

lum ber '21xl 0 1xl0') (250 bd. ft.) I
Total $62.20

TFRecent price in the Boston, Mass. area. (These prices will of course vary
throughout the country. ) I

, these bags were ei iginally used to ship popcorn.

The type of sandbag used for this shelter is in limited supply as a used item. i
However, if made available in civil defense quantities, it is believed that these

bags catild he manufactured to sget for about $0. 10 per bag. There are many I
types of burlap hags available in this general price range though slightly more

expensive. One of these is the standdrd gunny sack (18" x 2811) used in large

nombers by the Army form general purposes. This sack sells for $0. 15, The

loose weave .f the gunny sick is a disadvantage because it tends to leak sand. A

nimin •idvanw•.,ge of the gunny sack and the lined bag actually used in the minimum

shelter, however, is that ficcarding to the bag suppliers, they will last for at

!vnea! five ,e,,vs filled with dry sand and stored in a reasonably dry area. The

wev•t, n hcm l,,ek ,tWlitlv gi adeh lmber was chosen because of its general avail-

Sbilitv 'rod low eocsi n ormve to its load-ca' rying ability.



5.3 CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURE

5.31 Filling and Storing the Sandbags and Wood Planks

The first step is to fill the 235 bags with about 60 pounds of dry sand

each. The seven-ton pile of sand is shown in Figure 5.1 as it was delivered

from the truck. The pile is roughly 6 feet by 5 feet by 4 feet high. A convenient

average rate for filling bags turned out to be about 20 bags per man-hour. This

includes, however, the time to tie the filled bags with either baling wire or

ordinary string, and store them properly. The bags were actually filled outside

and then placed in the basement by putting them through a basement window and

sliding them down a ramp consisting of two of the 2" x 10" x 10' planks used later

for the shelter roof. Figure 5. 2 shows the bags in the process of being filled,

while Figure 5. 3 shows the filled bags placed outside the basement window ready

to be sent down the ramp (see Figure 5.4). The bags are then stored along the

basement walls out from the corner as can be seen in Figure 5.4.

The fifteen 2" x 10" x 10' planks can be stored at any convenient

spot in the basement. One useful storage scheme is to make temporary shelves

out of them using bricks to separate each shelf by the desired distance as shown

schematically in Figure 5.5. Two of the planks should be sawed in half to form

four 5-foot sections. One of these sections Is used as the cornerpost support for

the roof. Two are used as midsupports (see Figure 5.6) for the plank serving as

an end support for the other twelve planks which actually form the roof. The last

5-foot section is placed over the shelter entrance.

.5.32 Setting Up the Shelter

First the outside shelter dimensions of 10' by 10' are marked on the

cellar floor and the sandbags making up the two walls of sand are placed along

these two lines. Figure 5. 6 shows a sketch of the first wall in the process of

construction Each wall is 12 bags high and 6 bags wide for a total of 72 bags.

The bag is placed so that its long dimension is perpendicular to the wall. Note

that the bags are stacked directly on top of one another rather than interleaved.

This was done solely for simplicity and neatness after it was determined that the

wall built in this way had satisfactory strength and stability (after the roof was

completed) and the total "pin-hole" areas through which light or air could pass

did not noticeably affect the over-all shelter factor provided by the structure.
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Vig. B. 5 Storing Shelter Planiks In the Form of
I Temporary Shelving

I Fig. 5.6 First Wall of Improvised Sandbag Shelter

| in the Process of Construction
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Figure 5.7 shows the completed walls and the roof support planks

including the 5-foot post and midsupports, and the two parallel planks about 9 feet

apart. The shelter entrance width is about 18 inches. Figure 5. 8 shows the method

of constructing the roof. Two planks are placed over the support planks as shown,

and a layer of sandbags laid on the planks. Two more planks are then put in posi-

tion and the process repeated until the 12 planks are In place and the roof covered

with six rows of nine bags each. The remaining 35 to 40 bags are placed more or

less randomly over the roof to give the required average thickness. A front view

of the completed shelter is shown in Figure 5.9. Note that the maze entrance con-

sists of a column of bags set in at about 45 degrees to the shelter wall. The maze

does allow a narrow beam of radiation to enter the shelter, but this beam must then I
scatter off the basement wall inside the shelter before contributing to the dose rate

over most of the shelter volume. A radiation experiment performed on the shelter

indicated that this contribution is not important.

The approximate final dimensions of the completed shelter were as

follows:

.1. Outside dimensions: 10t x lot x 5'8"

2. Inside dimensions: 819" x 8'9" x 4'7" j
3. Volume: 350 cubic feet

4. Effective wall thickness: 11" (sand)

5. Effective roof thickness: 8" (sand)

5.33 Beam Stresses Due to Roof Load

The maximum recommended stress for western hemlock buams

(utility grade) when used for permanent structures is 1200 lb./in. . The total

roof weight of 5460 lb. (i.e., 91 bags at 60 lb./bag) is supported by 12 planks,

or 450 lb. for each of the 12 members. The effective span length is about

8 1/2 feet, which corresponds to a load of 53 lb./ft. The formula for stress in

rectangular beams supported at both ends is given as:

S 9w,2 = 1(9)(53)(8.5)2 1150 lb./in. 2 (5.1)
bh2 (9.75)(1, 75)2

where: S stress in beam in pounds per square inch

w . load per unit length of beam = 53 lb./ft.

I lengqh of span "-- 8 1/2 feet

b beam width - 9 3/,4 inches 2i x

h - hemu thickness = 1 3.'4 invhps
ti 2
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Fig. 5.9 Front View of Completed Sandbag Shelter
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Thus we see that the 12 western hemlock beams forming the roof are

stressed to just beiow the maximum recommended stress for permanent structures.

The maximum deflection of the beams is given by:

5wl 4

Y384EI (5.2)

where: y maximum deflection in inches

E 1.4 x 106 lb./in. 2
bh3

I . . moment of inertia12

When numerical values are substitued In this equation, the maximum beam

deflection is found to be just over one inch. Subsequent measurement on the

actual shelter verified this calculation for the maximum deflection.

The beam which supports the 12 roof members on one side must sup-

port half the total roof load or 2,730 "b. This beam, however, is supported at

the 1/3 and 2/3 points along its length as shown in Figure 5.6, which cuts the

span length to approximately 3 feet. The load per unit length is:

w - 2,730 lb. .. 303 lb./fi.
9ft.

Hence, the maximum stress In this beam is found from equation (5.1) to be:

O wl 2  :- 820 lb./in.2

bh2 '9.75)(1.75)2
2

which is well below the maximum recommended value of 1200 lb./in.

In summary, the roof load and beam stresses ai e as follows:

1 . rotal weight of roof: 5, 460 lbs.

2. Effective roof load on hemlock 2
beams: 63 lbs./ft.

3. Maximum stress in hemlock roof
beams: ,150 lbs./in.

SMaximum stress in roof suppoit 2
beams: 820 ]bs./in.2

5. Maximum recommended stress for
western hemlock Ipermanent sttuc- 1,200 lbs./in.
tures);

6. Maximum beam deflection: .1 inch
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Fig. 5.1i0 PHOTOS SHOWING ACTUAL PROGRESS IN BUILDING SHELTER
AT 5-MINUTE INTERVALS. Total Construction Time Was
55 Minutes for One Man.
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Fig. 5.10 (Cont'd) PHOTOS SHOWING ACTUAL PROGRESS IN BUILDING SHELTER
AT 5-MINUTE INTERVALS. Total Construction Time Was
55 Minutes for One Man.
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5.334 Time Required to Assemble Shelter $
One of the objectives of this sandbag shelter study was to determine

whether this type of shelter could be built by one person in the minimum time 1
interval estimated at roughly one hour between H hour and the time of arrival of

dangerous fallout levels outside the more immediate blast and thermal areas, if $
the materials were properly stored along the basement walls.

To determine the minimum const ruction time, the assembled shelter 1
was dismanlled and all the sandbags and roof support members carefully stacked

along the walls out from the corner. One man then proceeded to construct the

shelter with pictures taken at 5-minute intervals to show the rate of progress. I
The construction was completed in 55 minutes without difficulty. Figure 5. 10

shows the actual progress after each 5-minute interval. Note that the walls

were put up in just 20 minutes, while the toof took 35 minutns.

Admittedly, fatigue started to set in toward the end, and the effect 1
on the lower back musles was noticeable for the next 24 hours or so. By

36 hours, however, the stiffness had all disappeared. The sandbags actually

used in this test. were filled to an average weight of about 70 lbs., rather than

60 lbs. as tecommended here. The 70-lb. weight was all right foi the walls

where the bags didn't have to be lifted very high, but was a definite handicap in

building the roof. In those instances wher:e a woman might have io assemble this

type of shelter, the weight. of the bags should probably be reduced to no more thann

50 pounds.
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5.4 ESTIMATE OF SHELTER PROTECTION FACTOR

A radiation experiment was performed to estimate the degree of shelter

protection offered by the sandbag shelter against radiation sources in the base-

ment. Cobalt-60 and Iridium-192 were selected as the radioactive sources to

be used because their gamma ray energies bracket those of mixed fission

I products.

A 0. 355 curie Cobalt-60 source was placed in the center of the shelter and

radiation intensity measurements made at more than 400 grid points on the walls

and roof of the shelter after reciprocity* was checked and found to hold. The

experiment was then repeated using a 0.70 curie Iridium- 192 source. The totals

of all measured intensities on each shelter wall and the roof for each experiment

were then summed and compared against the corresponding theoretical intensities

that would have resulted if the shelter weren't there. The ratio of the theoretical

to the measured intensities gives the estimated protection factor for the shelter.

The results of this experiment are summarized in Table 5.3. From the table,

the shelter is seen to offer an over-all shelter factor of 4. 0 against Cobalt-60

I radiation and 7.5 against Iridium-192. Neither the distribution of gamma ray ener-

gies in a basement nor the effective source distribution of radiation in the basement

due to fallout is well established; however, it is believed that the energies of im-

portance probably lie somewhere between those of Cobalt-60 and Iridium-192, and

for lack of a better assumption, the source distribution is generally taken to be

I isotropic. If these assumptions are realistic, then the sandbag shelter as de-

scribed in this chapter should conservatively offer an additional protection factor

of five over that which already exists in the basement.

* Reciprocity is said to hold when the position of the source and detector can be
Interchanged without altering the detector reading.
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5.5 SIMULATED OCCUPANCY TESTS

In order to get certain information on the physiological environment of this

'minimum"' sandbag shelter, two simulated human occupancy tests were made:

1. A test to determine what the temperature rise inside would be

due to the body heat radiated by the shelter occupants.

2. A test to determine the amount of build-up in the carbQn dioxide

content of the air inside the shelter, when CO2 was introduced

at the rate at which it would be exhaled by the shelter occupants.

(This would give a measure of the degree of air circulation from

the basement into the shelter.)

5.51 Temperature Rise in the Shelter

It has been determined that an average adult under sedentary condi-

tions radiates about 200 BTU's per hour if the ambient temperature is 75 0 F. The

corresponding figure for a child is 150 BTU's per hour. These rates decrease

as the temperature increases, falling to zero at about 100 0 F. About 200 BTU's

are also removed from the body by evaporation from the skin when the relative

humidity is about 60%, the amount of evaporation, of course, dropping to zero

when the relative humidity reaches 100%.

To determine the expected temperature rise in the shelter over a

two-day period due to the heat radiated by a family composed of two adults and

two childrcn, 700 BTU's of heat were introduced by means of ordinary incandescent

light bulbs. After 24 hours the temperature at the ceiling of the shelter had sta-

bilized 60 above the ambient basement temperature of 740 F. At the center of the

shelter it was 50 above ambient.

From this test it would appear that temperature rise is not likely to be

a serious problem for this type of shelter.

5.52 Air Circulation Study

One possible limitation to the livability of the home basement sandbag

shelter is the pollution of the air in the shelter by the occupants. The objective

of this study was to estimate the extent of this hazard over a 48-hour period by

introducing carbon dioxide at the rate it would be exhaled by a family of four.
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The average person, under sedentary conditions, exhales carbon

dioxide at.the rate of 18 liters per hour.* Thus to simulate a family of four, I
CO 2 was introduced Into the shelter (from a 50-pound tank) at the rate of

72 liters per hour, and the C2 concentration monitored with a standard

"Fyrite"** Instrument over a two-day period. The instrument has a maximum

scale reading of 20% and can be used for accurate determinations down to 1/2%.

If no exchange of air were to take place, the volume of CC 2 in the 1
shelter would represent 35% of the shelter volume. The result of this test,

however, was that the CO 2 level never reached the minimum reliable instrument

reading of 1/2% over the two-day period, indicating that there was ample air

circulation between the basement and the shelter. (It is interesting to note that

the maximum allowable CO 2 concentration for public buildings is listed as

1/2% in the 1956 edition of "Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning Guide"'.) I

I
I
!

p!

* Roger Williams, "Textbook of Biochemistryw.
** This instrument is used widely by home oil burner servicemen to determine

combustion efficiencies.
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5.6 HABITABILITY CONSIDERATIONS AND TIME SCHEDULING FOR
EXCURSIONS OUT OF SHELTER

Although no human occupancy tests were conducted with the sandbag

shelter, considerable thought was given to the distinction between those

essential items and functions which should be provided or carried out in the
shelter at the start and those items which could be taken from or carried out

in other parts of the house as needed after the second day in accordance with

a realistic excursion schedule which would allow for increasing time spent

out of shelter each day.

5.61 Essential Shelter Items*

The first item considered for the shelter was sleeping facilities.
Either standard folding cots (16" high, 2711 wide and 75 1/2" long), or air

mattresses appeared to be satisfactory. The folding cots, which can be pur-

chased new for about $4.50 per cot, were actually tried out and found to be

quite comfortable. A potential disadvantage of the air mattress is the chance

of its springing a leak which might be difficult to fix on the spot.

It was felt that a good strong light source suitable for reading

without eye strain in the shelter should be provided. Candles are perhaps

the least expensive source of light available and can be readily stocked. The

illumination from the candle can be considerably enhanced by using reflectors

made out of any 'silvery", material such as aluminum foil; also, painting the

ceiling white will increase the itlumitaiinn. A more elegant source of ligit
would be a gas lantern (such as Coleman's) which can be purchased for $10

to $12, provides enough light for all shelter activities, and will operate for

15 to 20 hours on a pint of non-leaded gas. Hence, a gallon of gas would

operate the lamp for 10 to 12 hours per day foi 2 weeks' A flashlight or two

should, of course, in any case, be available for emergencies.

Enough fond and water should be provided in the shelter for at

least, two days. After this time, the excursion schedule (to be described later)
wvill allow for getting food and water from the kitchen or other parts of the
house. It is most important, however, to have at least a two-weeks supply of

canned or non-refrigerated food in the house. If water is derived from open

reservoirs, it may well be contaminated. Although it is most unlikely that

this contamination would cause sickness at eai lIv times due to drinking, water

"Not intinfhd lo h, an all-inclusive list. 7"



In the hot water tank would be free from any contamination and should be used
for consumption if there is any question concerning the safety of the public
supply. Cooking should probably be kept to a minimum, but a camp stove (such
as Sterno cookers, Coleman stoves, etc.) would be a very desirable addition to

the shelter for use if the family so desired.

Although clearly not essential for physical survival, recreation

facilities may have a profound morale effect on the shelter inhabitants. Books
(including song books), games, and items conducive to a variety of creative or

productive activities should be included in the shelter.

Finally, two indispensible shelter items are a battery-powvered

transistorized radio and a radiation detection inqtriinient. A variety of one-

transistor, "pocket" radios using oneý penlight cell can be purchased for about $5,
which are capable of picking up standard brovidcast. radio stations at distances up
to at least 30 miles. A radiation detection instrmiment described in report

No. TO-B-60-21 entitled "'The Electro9c0pe -- A Home-Made Radiation

Detection Instrument for Home Use" prepared for OC~DM sand dated May 15, 1.960.
can be assembled by anyone with a do-it.-yourself interest fni, s materials cost

of less than $1. This instrument, wbich gives an indication of the radiation
intcnsity, cin be used to determine when it is safe to) come out of shelter and
for how long. A citizens' insirament "p~ackage" is now commercially available

through Bendix Corp~oratiun, 9; ý30 Wass m Road, Cincinnati, Ohio. The three-

instrument package is ipproved by OCDM uind se'lls for $20. 'ro accurately deter-

mine radinlion inkinqi1Yv )nlv twom of Ihn (hr-,~ in~qi-trimcnts nre required, and

these two can be bought for $!5.. Although thc third instruiment, '1 600 r high-

ratnge dosimeter f~cost, $7), is intended to he iised to) keep) in aecuirate and

reliable record of the citizen's total idrcitit in ('xpi5'Jsre, it ca-n be used by itself

i'and a watch) in cmvi gencv to estimateo tlie ouisirle averagre radvition intensity

level over a sh')rt per iod o4 time. A r-mgh indi cation of the dose raite in the

shelter can then be found by dividing by the orstimltud shielter factor.

5.62 Time Scheduling fo: Excursions out of Shelter

. incex all radiation expo,ýiirv is !issumed to be ha rmful to humans,

one~ should do everything possible to flifhnii/e his dose dule to fallout. The longer
one plans to stay in sheltei , howeve,, the mo)re elaborate and costly the shelter
and its provisions "i 0!~ ye ) be, -ind( the slove i will be the rate at which
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recovery operations can proceed. For example, the problems of food and water

-3 supplies and the disposal of human wastes become simpler if one can plan on
, making even very short excursions from shelter (i.e., fractions of an hour) after

two days as opposed to having to remain constantly in the shelter for two weeks.

I The purpose of this section is to suggest a possible schedule starting after 48

hours and continuing through the next 12 days which would allow for gradually in-

creasing excursion times each day from an improvised basement shelter to carry

out essential activities even in the heaviest probable fallout areas.

I From Chapter 6 of report No. TO-B 60-13 entitled, "The Probable

Fallout Threat over the Continental U. S." prepared for OCDM and dated 12/1/60f the heaviest fallout areas (representing 1 or 2% of the land area) outside the

immediate blast zones might be expected to receive up to a 1.0, 000 r two-day dose,

Iwhile 5% of the land area might have a two-day dose of 5, 000 r or greater.

The following example of a possible excursion schedule is based on

the assumption of a 5, 000 r two-day dose, an improvised basement shelter factor

of 100, a shelter factor of 20 in the basement, and a factor of two upstairs in the

house. It is further assumed that the shelter occupants might receive about 25 r

in the basement during the first critical hour or so while the shelter and necessary

supplies are being assembled, and that the dose rate after 48 hours will have

fallen to 20 r/hr.

During the first two days the shelter occupants would receive about

45 r in thn shn.ltor, and from the third through the fourteenth day, an additional

15 r in shelter for a total of 85 r. If a maximum additional dose of 5 r per day

were allowed for currying out essential activities, this would bring the two weeks'

total exposure to 150 r which, although It should be avoided if at all possible,

would not be expected to result in significant incapacitation to the average adult.

A daily limit of 5 r outside the improvised basement shelter could be maintained

with the schedule as shown in Table 5.4. In summary, one could spend up to

30 minutes upstairs after the second day, and increase this time by about 20

minutes each day for the next twelve days (assuming no basement or outside ex-

cursions). Or, one could spend up to 15 minutes outside after the second day and

increase this time by approximately 10 minutes each day over the two-week

I period. After the first week, une could actually spend a number of hours in the

basement eaieh day without having to curtail upstairs or outside excursion times

bV ioi0e than about 20%. 75
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TABLE 5.4

EXCURSION SCHEDULE OUT OF IMPROVISED BASEMENT SHELTER IN i
FALLOUT AREA RECEIVING A TWO-DAY DOSE OF 5,000 ROENTGENS

TIME SPENT EACH DAY FOR 5 R ADDITTONAL DOSE 1
In Basement Intensity Outside at

End of Day (hours) or Upstairs or Outside End of Day (r/hr)

2 5 30 min. 15 min. 20.0 I

3 8 50 min. 25 min. 12.4

4 1.1 1/2 70 min. 35 min. 8.8

5 15 I 1/2hrs. 45 min, 6.8

6 18 .1 3/'4 hrs, .5 min, 5.6

7 22 2 1/4 hrs. 65 min. 4.6

8 all day 2 1/2 hrs. I 1/4 hrs. 3.9

9 all day 3 hrs. 1 1/2 hrs. 3.4 I
10 all day 3 1/4 hrs. I 3/4 hrs. 3.0

11 all day 3 3/4 hrs. 2 hrs. 2.7 1
12 all day 4 1 4 hrs. 2 hrs. 2.4

13 all day 4 ,2 hrs. 2 1/4 hrs. 2.2 1
14 all day 5 hrs. 2 1/"2 hrs. 2.0

I
I
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Some of the many possible reasons which people will feel are

=1 •important enough to make excursions from shelter during the first two weeks

are as follows:

S1 1. Disposal of human waste.

2. Obtain additional food and water from elsewhere in the

house.

3. Obtain items such as additional blankets for comfort, or

recreation materials.

14. Attempts to contact CD authorities to get information on

outside conditions, find out about the safety of relatives,

I friends, etc.

5. Need for fresher air.

I6. Exercise.

7. Curiosity.

Since children's need for exercise is paramount, It would appear that

their excursion time should be spent entirely in the basement if possible, for at

least the first week. This would give them the maximum time out of the shelter

for a given exposure, which should, if at all possible, be kept well below the 5 r

per day suggested for essential excursions. It should be noted, that the radia-

tion hazard is substantially reduced each day for the first four days, and at the

end of four days there is still a 25% "saving" to be made in waiting until the end

of the fifth day to carry out any upstairs or outside task.

The excursion times listed in Table 5.4, to keep one's total dose over

two weeks to 150 r, cannot be scaled directly for either higher or lower two-day

dose levels. However, even in an area contaminated to a 10,000 r two-day dose

level, halving the excursion times shown in the table would still not result in a

two-weeks' dose of more than 200 r which is not expected to cause any significant

incapacitation. Where the two-day dose level was 2500 r, the excursion schedule

shown would result in a two-week dose of only 100 r.
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5.7 COMPARISON WITH A LEAN-TO TYPE OF SHELTER .
It has been suggested that a lean-to type of shelter might result In a more I-

efficient use of sandbags as a shielding material than the cubic structure de-

scribed in this chapter. If the same 20 x 10" x 10' planks were used for a lean- j
0

to shelter, the maximum shelter volume would result when the boards made a

450 angle with the basement wall and floor, reaching 7 feet up on the wall and

7 feet out on the floor from the wall. A calculation shows that to provide the

same net shelter volume of 350 cubic feet, the lean-to must be 14 feet long

which would require 17 planks (as opposed to 15 for the cubic structure), and I
205 60-lb. sandbags (as against 235 bags for the previous design). Thus from

the point of view of material costs, the two designs are within $1 of being a I
standoff.

The lean-to shelter would have the obvious advantage of allowing standing

room at the basement wall end, but has a major disadvantage in that a strong

support would be needed along the 14-foot length where the boards (and sandbags) 1
meet the floor to keep the whole structure from sliding out and causing the

shelter to collapse. Another possible disadvantage would be the tendency of the

bags to "bunch up" near the bottom, leaving "bare"' space toward the top. This

condition would be particularly aggravated during the shelter construction I
period since the person assembling the shelter would have to walk over the

lower bags in order to place the higher ones in position.

The seriousness of these construction problems can best be determined 1
by actual vxp•riment; however, it is our belief that the lean-to shelter would

not in general be as easy to construct as the cubical structure. A possible

exception might be where the width of the basement at the shelter location was

just equal to the desired width of the shelter thus eliminating the problem of

finding a suitable support at the floor for the planks and bags.
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5.8 CONCLUSIONS

1. A family-size (i.e., 350 cu. ft.) sandbag, sit-down-type of fallout

shelter can be easily constructed by the homeowner in the corner of

f the basement for a materials' cost of about $60.

2. This shelter, which offers a protection factor of about 100 against

outside radiation levels, can be assembled in an hour by one person

if the materials are properly stored along the basement walls out

from the corner.

3. Normal air circulation between the shelter and basement appears to

be sufficient so as not to result in any serious discomfort to the

shelter occupants for the time they must spend in shelter. Likewise

the shelter temperature Is not expected to rise more than a few

degrees above the ambient basement temperature.

14. A lean-to-type of improvised basement shelter offers no cost ad-

vantage over a cubical structure, an4 in general, will not be as easy

I to construct.

5. Realistic excursion schedules out of an improvised basement shelter

appear possible after two days even in the heaviest fallout areas.

I

I
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CHAPTER 6

SHELTER POTENTIAL AND OTHER ESSENTIAL POST ATTACK RESOURCES
IN AN ACTUAL SUBURBAN COMMUNITY

6.1 INTRODUCTION

Since thousands of smaller cities and towns in the United States may be

isolated and have to survive for days. or weeks after a nuclear attack solely on

their own, it is of prime importance for each town to know exactly what its

shelter potential is and what essential resources it can count on in the post

attack period if it is fortunate enough not to be in the heavy blast damage area.

This is perhaps most important for suburban cities and towns which are, say,

10 to 30 miles away from prime industrial or military targets. These com-

munities would undoubtedly suffer some blast and thermal damage, but their

population could likely survive the attack If adequate and sufficient fallout shelter

were available together with a two-weeks supply of food- and water.

A shelter factor of 100 was selected in Chapter 1 as being a realistic

minimum for those areas likely to have the heaviest fallout. The average home

basement provides only a factor of about 20 against the outside intensity, while

In some areas, only a small percentage of the homes even have basements (see

Chapter 2). Two other potential sources of good shelter in certain areas are in

covered boats more than 250 yards off shore, and in mines as discussed In

Chapters 3 and 4 respectively.

An attractive source of potentially good shelter is the basements and per-

haps some of the upper floors of large public and private buildings where shelter

factors of 100 or more frequently exist without the necd of any modifications or

improvements. The Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization is continuing to con-

duct fallout shelter surveys in some of the larger cities in the country. Surveys

are now essentially completed for Tulsa, Oklahoma; Montgomery, Alabama; and

Contra Costa County, California. While others either planned or proposed for

completion next yeai include Milwaukee, Los Angeles, New York City, the State

of Delaware, and Tallahassee, (Fla.). Some of the key results of the surveys

completed to date are summarized in Table 6. 1,

* Data taken from a copy of a talk entitled 'Fallout Shelter Survey of the Central
Business District, Tulsa, Oklahoman presented to the U.S. Civil Defense
Council, Houston, Texas on October 11, 1959, by Paul H. Rogers of OCDM.
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TABLE 6.1

ii RESULTS OF SHELTER SURVEYS IN TULSA, OKLAHOMA METROPOLITAN AREA,
MONTGOMERY (CITY AND COUNTY), ALABAMA, AND

CONTRA COSTA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA

Per Cent of Population that can be Sheltered
With Shelter With Shelter

SArea Population Factor Z 50 Factor Z 10

Tulsa, Oklahoma 322,847 31.3 100.
Metropolitan Area

Montgomery, Alabama 177,000 7.6 41.0
City and County

Contra Costa 265,828 4.3 9.8
County, CaliforniaI

The results show a serious lack of good shelter in each of the three areas sur-*

I veyed, with the worst situation in Contra Costa County, California where only one-

tenth of the population can theoretically be sheltered with even i shelter factor of ten

or better. The fact is, however, that some good shelter does exist - in Tulsa,

Oklahoma, more than 100, 000 people can theoretically be accommodated with a shelter

factor of 50 or more - and plans should be made now to make optimum use of this

Ishelter space without waiting for a shelter building or improvement program. There

is, however, a basic difference in the type of public and private buildings found in

Ilarge metropolitan areas (INO, 000 population and up) is opposed to those found in the

smaller cities of 1U, U0U to bO, UOU popniation which account for the major part of our

suburban population. These smaller cities do not have the .ai ge multi-story office

buildings and commercial establishments common to the large cities. They do have

their schools, churches, city hall, etc. which are generally of heavy wall. construction,

but only two oi thr ee stories high with vwood rather than cone' etc floors. Hence, the

fallout on the roaf may often be the limiting factor on the degi ce of fallout protection

I they p)rovlde.

The purpose of this report is to analyze the communal shelter potential of an

actual small city in the northeast to determine whether a communal shelter plan is

feasible for the average suburban community in those areas where basements are

generally available. Food, water, power and other essential resources were also

investigated to determine whether a shortage ofanyone of them might loom to be a

serious threat to the survival of the community in the immediate post attack period.
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The community actually chosen for this study was the city of Woburn, Mass.,

which lies ten miles northwest of Boston, and had a 1955 population of about

26, 000A1 The city is located on U.S. Route 3, Mass. Highways 38 and 128, and

has an area of 13 square miles. It was selected as the "typical model city" j
because it has:

1) A city form of government with a mayor and city council. (There

are seven wards within the city which have almost equal popula-

tions and areas so that with only slight modifications, the city can

conveniently be divided into seven shelter areas.)

2) Areas of both high and low population density.

3) Small, medium and large industries.

4) A wide variety of potential communal shelters including 16

churches, 13 schools, a hospital, library, city hall, armory,

and varied industrial and commercial establishments.

To get an idea of the probable fallout levels (and possible blast damage) over

the city, the post attack situation was studied in the light of the hypothetical com-

bined attack described in Chapter 2 of Report No. TO-B 60-13 entitled "The Pro-

bable Threat over the Continental United States". Section 6.2 describes the radio-

logical situation in Woburn resulting from this hypothetical attack which placed

seven 5-MT weapons on military and industrial targets in the greater Boston area.

Section 6.3 presents the results of the fallout shelter survey for this "model"

city. The OCDM Fallout Shelter Survey Guide (dated April 1959) was used to com-

pute the ground and roof contribution for each building, and determine the net

shelter space available, Section 6.4 summarizes the shelter problem and surveys

such other essentials to survival as food, water, and power facilities.

*-Estimated at about 30, 000 in 1960.
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6,2 THE RADIOLOGICAL SITUATION

I 6.21 The Attack Pattern

The shelter problem for the city of Woburn, Mass. was viewed in light

f of the radiological situation which resulted from the combined attack mentioned

above. This attack, which put approximately 819 5-MT weapons on .159 military

and 148 industrial targets in the U. S., resulted in seven 5-MT weapons being

dropped in the greater Boston area which were all within a 15-mile radius of the

�'model' city. However, the center of Woburn was about 6 1/2 miles from the

nearest "hit" and eight miles from the next two nearest bomb drops, thereby just

escaping complete destruction though admittedly sustaining considerable blast and

thermal damage.

The actual ground zero locations for this "local" attack pattern are

listed in Table 6. 2, together with their distance from the model city, the over-

pressure created, and an estimate of the two-day dose due to fallout.'t Figure 6. 1

I is a map of the greater Boston area showing the assumed seven ground zero

locations.

ITAB LE 6.2

EFFECT ON WOBURN, MASS. DUE TO SEVEN 5-MT WEAPONS DROPPED
ON TARGETS IN THE GREATER BOSTON AREA

Distance Overpressure Two-Day Dose
Ground Zero from Woburn at Woburn on Woburn

Location (miles) (psi) (roentgens)

1. Bedford, Mass. 4 - 9 7.0 - 2.1 1300 - 800
(Hanscom Air Force Base)

2. Waltham - Watertown 6 - 12 3.7 - 1.4 275 - 150
I Mass.

3. Cambridge, Mass. 8- 12 2.4- 1.4 225 - 110
(M. 1, T. area)

4. Lowell, Mass. 12- 15 1.4 - 1.0 300 - 90

5, Boston, Mass. 9-12 2.i- 1.4 150- 45

6. Lynn, Mass, 9 - 14 ;.1 - 1.1 120 - 40

S7. Dorchester, Mass. 12 - 16 1.4 - 1.0 60 - 30

SSee Section 6. 22 for wind selected and fallout model used.I 83
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Fig. 6.1 GREATER BOSTON AREA SHOWING ASSUMED
SEVEN GROUND ZERO LOCATIONS IN RELATION
TO MODEL CITY OF WOBURN
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6.22 The Wind and Fallout Situation

i' I The wind pattern assumed for the fallout analysis was that Of an actual
spring day - May 11, 1959 - when the RAWIN data was typical for the area during

the spring and summer season. The 80, 000-foot integrated wind direction was
1100, the wind speed 27 mph, and the wind shear 110. A two-day dose fallout pat-

tern using the shorthand method described in Chapter 4 of Report No. TO-B 60-13

was developed for this wind condition and is shown in Figure 6.2

By placing the fallout pattern on upwind targets further away from the

model city than the seven noted above, it was determined that there would be no

appreciable fallout from any other targets. The two-day dose on Woburn due to

each of the seven nearby targets is listed in Table 6.2. Only two of the seven tar-

gets (Bedford and Lowell) are in the general upwind direction from Woburn, and

about two-thirds of the total fallout on the city was due to the 5-MT weapon dropped

on Hanscom Air Force Base in Bedford. The gross radiation levels over the city

ranged from only 1.500 r to 1700 r. This very small gradient across the city can

be attributed to the several different directions from which fallout arrived.

Tf the wind had been such as to maximize the fallout from the Bedford

weapon, the two-day dose due to this one weapon would have been 1200 to 1800 r,

and the over-all total due to the seven weapons, about 2000 r. The fallout over

Woburn was also determined for the mean seasonal winter wind and found to be

nbout 2000 r, which tends to suggest that this figure is rather insensitive to the

expected variations in wind conditions during the four seasons.

I
!
!
!
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Fig. 6.2 ESTIMATE OF 2-DAY DOSE CONTOURS FOR 5 MEGATON WEAPON USING
UF WIND DATA RECORDED AT NANTUCKET, MASS. ON MAY 11, 1959
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6.3 THE SHELTER PROBLEM

6.31 Shelter Factors and Spaces in Public and Private Buildings

With the cooperation of city officials, a list of all public buildings and

-1 churches in Woburn which were thought to offer substantial fallout shelter was

drawn up and reviewed. After taking a closer look at each of these structures,

those that obviously offered even less shelter protection than the average home

basement were removed from the list. An example of the kinds of structures
removed were the newer schools that are of one-story construction, have no below-

ground-level areas, and large window areas. In additiont to the public and private

buildings of non-profit organizations, each of the twelve industries in the city that

employ over 50 people, and seven out of 23 industries employing between 25 and

50 people were contacted to determine the shelter potential of their buildings. Of

the larger industries, only 3 out of 12 had substantial multi-story buildings with

areas below grade, and none of the smaller ones had either multi-story construction

or areas below grade. Of the commercial establishments in the city, only two were

found to have reasonably-sized basements, and each of these were only one-story

buildings with an estimated shelter factor of 15 to 20.

The final list used for the communal shelter survey consisted of eleven
school buildings, 14 churches, and five other public buildings for a total of 30

structures. Unfortunately, building plans for almost none of the structures sur-

veyed could be located, hence physical measurements together with "enginecring

guesses" had to be made in almost every case to get sufficient information to allow

calculation of the shelter factors. The OCDM "Guide foi Fallout Shelter Surveys"'

(April 1959 Edition) was used in carrying out the data collection and shelter factor
calculations, the results of which a-'c sammao ized in Table 6.3.

The immediate conclusion one is forced to draw from this table is that

just two buildings ,the City Hall and St. Chailes High School with shelter sp)ace for

j 269 people) offer a shelter protection factor of 100 or more. In fact the shelter
factor toi all the remaining 28 buildings surveyed fell within the narrow range of

just 10 to 30,, implying that they are no better than the average home bsements In

the city. ,The city engineer stated that more than 90% of the homes in the city have
ba•scnenes.)
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TABLE 8.31

BH~EIF,4!9IIC SPCSPJOV11IDW 1I T$ BASEIMENT$ OF SCHOOL BUILD190~
CHORCHEs AND OTHER PUBLIC BUILDINOS IN WOBURN, MASSACHUSETV

. Hoof Shelter
Contribution Factor

with 0901 With 90%
Ground Roof of Roof of Roof

Name of Contri- Contri- Shelter Contaminant Contaminant Gross Shelter*
Buildinz button button Factor Ietemoved Removed Area Spaces

schools

St. Charles High .001 ,006 119 .001 600 2,340 54

Woburn Sr. High .003 .028 32 .003 167 11,500 268

St. Charles .013 .025 26 .003 63 5,300 124 I
Hanson .008 .033 25 .003 91 3,000 70

Wyman .007 .044 20 .004 91 6,000 140

Goodyear .008 .040 19 .005 77 6,700 151 U
Lawrence .020 .033 19 .003 44 2.780 65

Clympton .019 .039 17 .004 44 4,600 105

Rumford .020 .043 16 .004 42 5,600 128

William McGarr .028 .037 16 .004 31 3,920 91

Andrew D011 .055 15 .000 59 12,000 980

Churches j
First Baptist .012 .038 20 .004 63 6,000 140

Greek Orthodox .007 .049 18 .005 84 5.400 126

Church of the Open .020 .039 17 .004 42 9,500 221
Bible I

Wobura Unitarian .018 .043 17 .004 40 5,500 128

Woburn Methodist .018 .040 16 .004 46 5.700 133

First Cougregational .019 ,050 18 .005 42 10,000 24i

St. Barbara'a .017 .061 13 .000 44 11,000 256 I
St. Josoph's .025 .060 12 .006 32 4,300 100

St. Charles' .008 .074 12 .007 61 3,200 70

Montvale Cong.. 15 40 500 12

Trinity Episcopal 15 40 2,000 47

Lutheran Church of 15 40 2,400 50
The Rodoemeor

St. John's Baptist 15 40 2,000 47

No. Congregatinnal 15 40 000 12

Other Buildinga

City Hail .0006 .0006 830 .00,0 1600 9,200 214

Choate IHoepital .000 .032 26 .003 110 16,500 384

Public Library .000o1 .047 21 .005 187 11,000 266

Post Office .003 .052 18 .005 130 6,000 140

State Armory .011 .083 11 .008 52 17.00 396

TOT'AL8 - 291,740 4,464

* Using a shliter utIlization factor of 0.30, and assuming 15 square foct of net apace per person as act
forth In the oCDM *Guide for Fallout Shelter Surveys'
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In..summary,. the chu-rches are for the most part large, h avy-walled

$t structures with very little mass between the basement and the roof, while the

011 i schools generally have a substantial portion of their basement exposed and are two-

7 'or three-story buildings with wood floors. Ineach case the roof contribution is the

limiting factor - running from two to as much as ten times the ground contribution

as can be seen in the table. This fact suggested that if most of the roof contaminant

could be removed by some means, the shelter factors could be increased by a

factor of three or four. The column of Table 6.3 showing the shelter factor with

90% of the roof contaminant removed demonstrates that this is in fact the case with

the shelter factors now ranging from about 40 to 100.

Even if these more desirable shelter factors could he assured by the

installation of an effective roof decontamination system, the table shows the total

number of shelter spaces totalling only 4500 - or less than 20% of the city's 1955

population of about 26, 000. The space situation is not believed to hi3 this had, how-

ever, since a space utilization factor of 0.35 was used for the numbers shown in the

table, but for the building,, analyzed, the actual space available is probably more

nearly 0.70. If, in addition, the number of squa'e feet allowed per person were

halved -- to 7-1/2 square feet - some 70% of the town's population could be housed

in these 'communal" type shelters. This would, of course, make for a very uncom-

I fortabl situation, but assuming some kind of excursion schedule, such as that

sugge•ted in Table 6.4, Section 6.4, the situation should not be unbearable.

16.32 Roof Decontamination Systems

Since all but tw.) of the 30 public and pr:ivate buildings surveyed were

found to offer substantially no bette, shelter factor than the average home basement,

and m )re than 90% of the homes have basements, a commmnal shelter plain utilizing

I 'ublie bulding- can not he I ec)mmended aniess some practical ind economical

method can be found t,) increase the she!tvr factor of these buildings by at least a

factor of thi ce or four. One possible method would be t, prrvide additiona!
shielding material in the b.asement, but this does n ) appea attraclive t'i )m either

an economic or engineer Ing standp)int, since it basically wr)ld mean putting up a
A)

ect!ng of at 'east 50 lbsift2 ,ovr the entire shelter area plus a0l the mechanical

srpl)porl fol this added weight.

e 9
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A second possible method, which was referred to in the previous section,

would involve removing most of the contaminant from the roof, thereby getting an

additional factor of three or four improvement in the shelter protection provided by
the structures (as demonstrated in Table 6.3). Although other systems have been pro-

posed (such as removable covers, etc.), a water washdown system is the only tactical s

reclamation system that has ever been proof tested on land structures. Experiments

have shown 90% of slurry fallout and 97% of dry fallout can be removed from an

asphal4 or tar and gravel built up roofing by hosing the roof at 60 psi pressure.*

The efficiency of a network of spray nozzles distributing water uniformly

to an entire roof surface has been demonstrated in the laboratory to be in excess of

99% for wet contaminants and could be installed at a cost of about $28 per linear foot

of building length including pumps, piping and installation supplying between .02 to

0. 1 gallons per minute per square foot of surface area. *-* The small amount of experi-

mental work done to date on actual roofing materials suggests that a. properly designed

system could be expected to remove at least 95% of the fallout from the roof if the roof

is smooth, hard and wettable where composition roll roofing represents the minimum

in smo~ihnvss and suz face hardness. The water flox'w' rate to accomplish this by main-

taining c(,,veagc -,),ild be three galions per minute per foot of roof width. *4

The communal shelters in Woburn have either asphalt shingle or slate

rt.ifq with i n,)minql size of 501 by 1001. This would require about 300 gallons per

minute, and assuming operation for a period of aboul six hourq, would result in the

v ,nsumption -f !09, 000 gaflons of water per shelter. Thiity sich shelters would in

f-jt take a!' blt '0, 000 gallons of the 1958 average daily consumption of 3, 31.0, 000

'iltinis .,"e, 98% of the average daily consumption). An emorgoncv pumper is avail-

able in the town which can pump 2 million gallons a day, or about 60% of the requiied

alm)uwn. of :1,120,00€( gallons. If the washdown systems were actually on only inter-

inittantlv f)r n tot,91 of 3 hours over a 6-hour period, then the emergency pimper could

thv); vt1,z..)ly sp Sll)ýv the required load of about 50,000 gallons for each of the 30 shel-

' ,•. Hl-o,•,over, !he water pressure would undoubtedly start 1o) drop pretty rapidly

Jind, this abnoinmally high load.

Rid'ighgcl Rve, wety of Fixed Milia•y Installations NAVDOCKS TP-.PL-13,
Aug~lst 19713.

F-'iM-,1' Conte:measures f-r AEC Facilities, A. J. Breslin and L. Rt. Solov.
"`NRDL Let,', Rep w, to OCDM, dated November 7, 11958.
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I 'One other possible roof contaminant removal system requiring only 500

Sito 1000 gallons of water for each shelter was investigated briefly during this study.

It Involved the use of a standard fire fighting foam which could be sprayed onto the

roof as a "blanket" to catch and hold fallout for a period of perhaps 30 minutes.. The

foam blanket would then be flushed off and a new blanket laid down. This process

would be repeated for, say, five or six cycles, or until further flushings no longer

I resulted in a significant reduction in the dose %ý;vel inside the shelter. The foam to

be effective mast, of course, stick to the roof and hold the fail,)ut particles a-.il

it is flushed off.

A demonstration on the use of several varieties of foam for this proposed

i application was witnessed, and the results indicated that the foam would not stay in

place for more than a few minutes before starting to slide off a roof with a pitch of

only 10(. The reason for this is that the water in the protein based foam starts to

settle out of the foam within a few inmates after it. is formed, and the liquid inter-,

face then starts to carry the foam off the inclined plane. There was also some ques-

tion as to how well the foam could hhold" the fallout pa ý ticles (). e. , keep them off the

su.face of the roof). Sand particles of 100 to 300 microns were thrown onto the foam

and observed to penetrate at. least well into the blanket if no. all the way through it.

Although it is felt that futther research should be conducted in an effort to find a

foam material with greater stability and consistency for use in possible roof decon-

taminatmon schemes, fire fighting foams do not appear nt present to offer a solution

t-) the toof decontamination p)roblem.

6,4 SUMMARY OF SHELTrER SITUATION AND OTHER ESSENTIAL RESOURCES
IN WOBURN

S6._1-_E_._sire Doses for the City's Population

Assuming a probable two-day dose of about 2000 r as developed in

Section 6.2, th.•se people who remained outside after the arrival of fallout or who

relied on their home above ground for shelter would not survive. However, those

that were aware that their cellar afforded a shelter factor of 10 to 30 and remained

in the cellar oi in one of the communal type shelters without a roof contaminant

removal system would survive though they would probably not be able to venture out

of their shelter for more than the briefest excursions for a period of two weeks with-

out becoming radiation casualties.
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On the other hand, for those in communal shelters with a r6of con-

taminant removal system (or in improvised home basement shelters as described

in Chapter 5), excursions out of shelter designed to keep the two-week dose less

than 100 r, or less than 200 r, might be scheduled as shown in Table 6.4. I
TABLE 6.4

FXCURblOiq L.21I1LUtjiE LU'ti uk COMMUNAL SMILTERS IN WOBURtN
WITH A RCOA CONTAMINIAT AEMCVAL 6Thjivi

(assuming area received a 2000 r, two-day dose and a shelter factor of 50)

Time Spent Outside m
for 100 r for 200 r

2 Week Dose 2 Week Dose
End of Day .(in hours) (in hours)

2 100/2 1-1/2

3 3/4 2-1/4

4 1 3

5 1-1/2 4-1/2 1
6 1-3/4 5-1/4

7 2-1/4 6-3/4 1
8 2-1/2 7-1/2

9 3 9 !
10 3-1/4 9-3/4

11 3-3/4 1.1-1/4

12 4-1/4 12-3/4 1
13 4-1/2 13-1/2

14 5 15

At the end of the first two days in the communal shelter, each person's or

fami l"s schedule could be worked out on an individual basis. Depending on the con-

dition of shelter in one's home and the length of time it would take to get home, there

could be a gradual migration to the residences. The leader of the communal shelter

should be in ai p osition to evaluaie the radiation history of the family, calculate the

time for the ftimily to get home, determine a cellar, home and outside schedule for

them outlining the consequences of any deviation from this schedule.
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6.42 -Food, Water.andUutilities

IIf everyone provided themselves with Just a half gallon of water to

satisfy their drinking need for the first two days, action could be taken to provide

I water service for the city from the underground wells available. In a similar

manner, if each individual brought a two-day food supply with him to the communal
-"- .. , , r I - 1 inliei fro'm D + 2 to D + 14 by th, retail mart ts which

generally carry a supply of groceries which would last about two weeks under a

normal purchase schedule.*

n The 1957 Retail Food Inventory Survey, conducted by the bureau of
census for the U. S. Dept. of Agriculture in line with the Department's delegation

from OCDM indicated that slightly more than ten days supply of food, including

non-concentrated fluids, was in retail food store inventories of the nation at the

time of the survey. This is based on 3000 calories per person per day; however,

it is estimated that under a sedentary condition one would exist on less than this

amount. This would indicate that the nation would be supplied with food from their

home and retail outlets to D + 14 from home and retail supplies. After two weeks,

I food should be able to start moving from wholesale houses and farms again.

Woburn can be supplied with power from any of three local generating

stations. Power may also be supplied to the system from a western link. The

Edgar Generating Station is over seven miles from the closest ground zero loca-

Lion and hence should suffer only minor blast damage. Gas is supplied to Woburn

by a company which manufactures gas in two nearby towns, one of which should be
relatively blast-free. Their system is also supplied by the Tennessee Gas T-ans-

I mission Company and the Algonquin Gas Transmission Company; hence, gas supply

to Woburn seems to be flexible in the event, of a nuclear attack since the separate

supplies have interconnections at several locations.

I Super Value Study Editors of Progressive Grocer

9
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_ .... .43 Coficlusions I
1) A communal shelter program for typical suburban cities of 15, 000

-to 40,000 population where the percentage of structures with base-

ments is high is feasible without additional construction only if an

effective roof contaminant removal system is available. Roof

washdown systems are effective, but use larger quantities of water

than may frequently be available from commercial supply systems.

Other possible contaminant removal systems using much less or no

water have not proved practical as yet. However, further research

should be carried on in an effort to develop a practical, economic

roof decontamination system for communal shelter use.

2) If good shelter (i.e., substantially better than the average home

basement) were available to the residents of the model city, recovery

operations could be initiated after two days, and significant progress

made by the end of the second week provided the area was not ham- I
pered by major blast damage.

3) Availability of food and utilities does not appear to present a serious I
problem to survival in the model city chosen.

I
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CHAPTER 7

* :THE NET SHELTER PROBLEM

-The following generalizations can be made concerning the amounts and

effectiveness of shelter from radioactive fallout that is readily available, assum-

thg enough time (in the order of Y ours) for -ome large-scale popular'on move-

ment:

1) Basement shelter is available to approximately 60% of the poplda-

Lion of the continental United States, and is p-obably the best over-

all source of shelter when available.

I 2) Shelter in boats (at least 250 yards off shorc) is of some significance

in 32 states, and might take care of as much as 9% of the population

of the United States. There are hundreds of communities without

adequate home basements or public buildings which might find it

relatively easy to organize their boat shelter. Many of these

vessels already have most of the facilities necessary to make them

adequate as shelters; however, these facilities wiJ1 in general have

to be Increased greatly in order to provide the maximum shelter
capacity,

3) The use of mines for shelter fi om fallout is of some significance

In 27 states and might take care of as much as 9% of the population.

Mine shelter, where available and apptopriate, would providt.,

excellent protection against fallout. The cost to outfit mines as

Sshelters should be )elatively low ind they may also prove to be

quite easy to manage. The limiting factors on this type of shelter

are that, in general, the mines are fat more remote than either

basements or boats. They are the most difficult for people to get

into and require the greatest amount of p.e-planning.

4) The access problem is sufficiently great foi both boats and mines

I that it is unlikely that more than 7% of the population would choose

to be accommodated in either of these facilities,

STable 7. 1 outlines the Net Shelter Prohhom. fhe percentage of each state's

population that could be accommodated in basement. boat or mine shelter and the

Intnumbers of people who could not be accommodated arV(e shown
. 95
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TAJI39 7.1
per cmtlthat oculd be scoommadated and number of paele who ooaI4 not be a 1connadated

.. 1960 Pop. Weal with Aeoepe to Totw ?bpple notS...... [i - .. rceat Aoaommodeted |

Rele ictee d 1000,4 Uea-munto Boatis* UA4ee A9omoaed le 1 "'~
-ioo 0. - . 16

Melee 924 09 i -- 100 -

Mase. 4,02 95 t o 120 -

N. H. 533 11 100to -
OWN I N. J. 4,835 85 1 - 86 690

N. Y. 14.830 go 10 10 100 -

I.1. 791 90 7 - Of 20

Vt. 370 g9 1 2 100 -

20,900 870

Del, 318 0t 40 - 100 --

D. C. 802 70 2 - 72 220

ICy. 2,946 s0 4 1t 79 620

Md. 2,343 70 30 - 100 -
OCDM 2 Ohl. 7, 947 so 0 10 100

Pa. 10,498 99 1 1 100 -

Va. 3.219 70 1 1 80 260

W. VA. 2.006 6o - 40 100

20 178 1,200

Ala. 2,062 10 1t 1 26 2,260

PIS. 2,771 < 1 24 - 24 2,110

Ga. 3,440 20 6 1 30 2.410

OCaM 3 Mine. 2,179 10 1 - 11 1,940

N. C. 4,062 40 3 - 43 2,310

B. C. 2,117 s0 3 - 33 1,420

Teen. 3.292 40 2 8 60 1AN

20. 928 14,ý1002

Ill. 8,712 80 2 14 96 310

Ind. 3,934 80 - 5 81 090

OCDM 4 Mich. 6,272 so 4 15 I00 -

MD, 3, 956 70 10 30 100

Wise. 3.431 86 3 1i 100 -

26. 408 940

Ark. 1,910 20 - 1 21 1,010

La,4 2,984 . 43 23 71 780

OCDM 5 N. M. 621 10 - 90 100 -

OUle, 2,23 20 - 00 100 -

Tet. 7.71 10 is 1 29 6,480

Colt, 1,326 40 - - 40 R00

Iowa 2,621 70 - 4 74 800

t". 1,905 to - 20 100

Minn. 2.982 BE 4 1 90 300

OCDM a Nebr. 1.26 70 - 5 76 2.10
N. D. OzgO 85 - -- 8r6 g0o
N.0. 2 60 80 - - 80 130

Wyo. 291 70 - - 70 90

11,7223 2 420

ArlIt. 760 10 - 2 12 660

Callif. 0, 580 1F 26 3 44 ,930.
OCDM 7 Nev. 160 20 - 31 51 s0

Utah 009 30 - - 30 480

Wlis. 589 60 - - 60 240

Mont. 591 70 - - 70 10
oCvm 8 Ore.. 1,121 50 90 - 100 -

Wash. _,379 50 24 - 74 120

5_ 08 -o - -. .. .. ... .... .- - - - I _1 _.•

IO)TA 14l 15,0e 00 - 0 0 A- 6- t 77.- - 21. to0
W boat ard mirn, percenilies are not neessarliy maximum values, unles11 tho total '? baseent, boat and mine helter
Is leas than 1004 of lNe Slate's ptulaltaln.
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Thereare more than 35, 000, 000 people (based on the 1950 Census), prin .

S!cipally in the south and southwest, for whom no basement, boat or mine shelter

is readily available. As shown in detail in Figure 7.1 and Table 7.1, the two

states with the most serious shelter problems are California and Texas. There

does not appear to be natural shelter for nearly 6,000,000 Californians who con-

stitute more than 40% of the state's population, and more than 5,000,000 Texans

or some 30% of that state's population. The southeastern states (O0DM Region 3)

have more than 14, 000, 000 people who do not have access to natural shelter for

fallout and they constitute more than 70% of the population of that region.

A comparison of these figures with the target list in Report TO-B 60-13

I shows that within these large shelter-deficient areas, the three "worst" areas

are:

3 1) Fort Worth and Dallas, Texas - These cities aie very important

military and industrial targets with large populations, very

little basement shelter, no boat and no mine shelter.

2) Atlanta, Georgia - This city is an important industrial and

i military center with a large population, very few basements, few

boats and no mine shelter.

3) Los Angeles, California - This city is a very important industrial

and military center with a very large population, very few base-

mernts, many boats but limited access to tihem by the pcpulation,

and no mine shelter.

In terms of the percentage of the population in any state who do not have

access to any kind of natural shelter, there are two states, Arizona and Mississippi,

for whom fewer than 20% of the people have such access. There stre seven states,

Alabama, Florida, Georgia, South Carolina, Arkansas, Texas and Utah, in which

I fewer than 40% of the population have access even to fPlirly remote nitural shelter.

It is perhaps significant that in tet ms of numbers of peopleý and particulai IV

per cent of the population, the areas most seriously locking in adequate shelter
fi om radioactive fallout are far distant from the heavily-industrialized and deonely-

populated northeastern and northcentoal statos. The pi esence, however, of large

numbers of military taigets and conside: able industrial capaeily in the southern

and southwest urn su ites m aikes it quite likely that high intensities ,f radio n ctivew

I
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I fallout would spread over the densely-populated areas in the event of nuclear

attack. Shelter from fallout in these areas may be a far more serious problem

both in time and in money than it appears to be in the critical industrial heart-

land of the north. In terms of people per state who do not have even remote

access to good fallout shelter, the ten most needy states may be ranked in order

of decreasing numbers as follows:

Number of People
-State Without Access to Shelter

California 5,900,000

I Texas 5,500,000
Georgia 2,400,000

North Carolina 2,300,000

Alabama 2, 300,000

Florida 2, 100,000

Mississippi 1,900.000

Tennessee 1, 700,000

j Arkansas 1,500,000

South Carolina 1,400,000

I As noted previously all tables use 1950 Census data. A recalculation

based on the recent 1960 Census would undoubtedly show that all the above figures

at e somewhat low. The totals for California and Texas may now be as high as

8,000,000. The total for Florida has probably risen faster than for the other

southeastern states so that It would be in third place in the list of states most in

need of shelter. Other than the reordering for Florida the rank-order for the

ten neediest states is not likely to change.
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